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ABSTRACT: Advances in materials chemistry and engineering serve as the basis for
multifunctional neural interfaces that span length scales from individual neurons to neural
networks, neural tissues, and complete neural systems. Such technologies exploit electrical,
electrochemical, optical, and/or pharmacological modalities in sensing and neuromodulation
for fundamental studies in neuroscience research, with additional potential to serve as routes
for monitoring and treating neurodegenerative diseases and for rehabilitating patients. This
review summarizes the essential role of chemistry in this field of research, with an emphasis
on recently published results and developing trends. The focus is on enabling materials in
diverse device constructs, including their latest utilization in 3D bioelectronic frameworks
formed by 3D printing, self-folding, and mechanically guided assembly. A concluding section
highlights key challenges and future directions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Advanced forms of life operate under the control of vast
collections of neurons connected into complex networks with
physical, chemical, and electrical linkages, embedded in matrixes
of various types of cells and supporting structures. The cells in
the brain that perform essential neural processes include
neurons that specialize in electrical communication over long
distances and glia that support this signaling. Diverse types of
neurons fall into categories defined by their structure (e.g.,
unipolar, bipolar, multipolar, anaxonic), function (sensory,
motor, interneurons), and origin in the brain (e.g., cortical,
cerebellar, thalamic).1,2 In the brain of an adult human,
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approximately 86 billion such neurons fill a three-dimensional
(3D) space that has a volume of 1000 cm3.3 Communication
occurs through roughly 4 quadrillion electrical and chemical
junctions known as synapses (each neuron receives 1−100 000
synapses) via transport of ions and over 100 different
neurotransmitters (e.g., adrenaline, noradrenaline, dopamine,
serotonin, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), acetylcholine, gluta-
mate, endorphins). Neurons from this central location transmit
and receive signals along the spinal cord through axons with
lengths that can exceed 1 m, to permeate nearly all parts of the
body, as the basis of the peripheral nervous system. A compelling
frontier in modern scientific research relies on sophisticated,
emerging methods for probing the operation of this complex,
extended 3D system, with a goal of establishing a detailed
biological and chemical understanding of the underlying
processes and governing principles. Successful outcomes will
satisfy our basic desire for fundamental knowledge, and they will
also establish the basis for treating various forms of brain
disorders and, through control of the peripheral nerve interfaces,
myriad health conditions that arise from dysfunction of other
vital organs.
Wide-ranging types of engineered neural interfaces are

available to measure and modulate the activity of these neural
networks in vivo and in vitro. For clinical practice in the context
of the brain, such technologies typically involve arrays of a few
tens of electrodes that interface with the skin of the scalp or the
surface of the brain to capture spatiotemporal variations in
electrical potential, through techniques known as electro-
encephalography (EEG) and electrocorticography (ECoG),
respectively (Figure 1a). These devices can provide essential
information for investigating and diagnosing degenerative
conditions such as Parkinson’s4−8 and Alzheimer’s diseases9−11

and also various neurological disorders such as Zika virus
induced microcephaly12−15 and epilepsy.16,17 The resulting
signals can also be used as brain−machine interfaces to control
prosthetics and other external devices.18,19 As sources of

electrical stimulation, the electrodes can activate or inactivate
targeted neural networks to eliminate seizures and tremors.20,21

In rehabilitation, related types of stimulation can modulate
cortical excitability in stroke patients to enhance the effects of
training for various tasks associated with daily life.22,23 In the
context of research, neural interfaces can be applied in wide-
ranging animal models for fundamental studies. For in vitro
experiments that use human induced pluripotent stem cells
(hiPSCs), these technologies can be used to explore drugs,24,25

genetic diseases,26,27 and cancers.28,29 Here, electrophysiological
measurements30−32 occur with multielectrode arrays
(MEAs)33,34 and patch clamps35,36 for thin films of cells (Figure
1b).
Recent progress in tissue engineering provides the basis for

culturing stem cells and inducing organogenesis to create 3D,
millimeter-scale biological systems that anatomically and
functionally resemble real organs such as human neural,37−40

retinal,41,42 pulmonary,43 renal,44 and intestinal45 systems.
Although the formation and study of such 3D organoids
represent areas of growing research activity,37,38,46−49 conven-
tional 1D and 2D electrode constructs highlighted in Figure 1b
constrain the range of options in studies due to intrinsic
geometric and functional limitations associated with these
systems. These same considerations prevent many classes of
studies of native tissues in animal models and human subjects.
Emerging approaches involve mesh-type electronics as tissue-
embedding devices50,51 and compliant, complex frameworks as
tissue-surrounding systems52−54 to enable 3D modes of
engagement in such cases (Figure 1c), with implications as
electrical, optical, chemical, and physical interfaces for measure-
ment and stimulation.
This review highlights the most recent neural interfaces of

these types, with an emphasis on underlying topics in materials
chemistry and a focus on the central nervous system, specifically
brain and brainlike engineered tissues.40,54,55 The first sections
introduce sensing interfaces and modulation schemes that rely

Figure 1.Neural interfaces for various biological systems. (a) In vivo neural interface systems include arrays of electrodes attached on the scalp for EEG
(top). Related structures can interface directly with the surface of the brain, as the basis of ECoG (bottom). Depths of the brain can be probed using
small penetrating shanks with electrodes distributed along their lengths. (b) In vitro 2D neural interfaces for thin cell cultures or tissue slices include
MEA (left) and patch clamp probes (right). (c) In vitro 3D neural interfaces for 3D biological systems include mesh electronics as tissue-embedding
systems (left) and 3D bioelectronic frameworks as tissue-surrounding or permeating devices (right).
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on electrical, electrochemical, optical, and pharmacological
interactions. In vivo and in vitro implementations of these neural
interfaces with various living systems highlight some of the latest
examples. The content then shifts to materials, assembly
methods, and techniques for the most recent 3D bioelectronic
platforms, primarily in the context of the study of neural
organoids and extracellular matrix (ECM) models that exploit
hiPSCs, but with additional examples in cardiac tissues and
organoids as suggestive of future additional possibilities in neural
applications. A concluding section outlines emerging areas
where these technologies have the strongest potential, not only
for studies of 3D biological tissues but also for control interfaces
in biohybrid and prosthetic robotic systems.

2. MATERIALS FOR NEURAL INTERFACES

The fundamental objective of neural interface technologies is to
provide a bidirectional link between the nervous system and the
outside world. Such capabilities are essential to fundamental
studies, and they form core aspects of clinical care, from surgical
tools and diagnostics to long-term implants designed to
modulate and monitor function. Advanced materials, including
organic polymers, composites, nanomaterials, and others, serve
as the basis of nano/microstructured systems, devices that have
stretchable and bioresorbable properties, and tissue hybrids.
Functional interfaces that exploit these materials offer diverse
sets of options in both sensing and modulation. This review
discusses advanced materials implemented into engineered
systems as key elements for the most sophisticated neural
interfaces. Figure 2 and Table 1 provide a schematic summary of
these topics and a list of characteristics of materials, respectively,
as organized for this review. Each interface type is introduced
and reviewed through categorized materials strategies. The

implemented items are represented by solid lines, and the ones
that have not yet been implemented are displayed by dotted
lines. Note that this content does not include interesting,
complementary schemes to neuromodulation that rely on base
materials not integrated into devices (e.g., nanoparticles with
magnetothermal/optothermal functions, sono-optical modula-
tion, nanoscopic and molecular interface materials), as reviewed
and reported elsewhere.56−63

The nervous system expresses physiological information in
the form of electrical signals and chemical gradients, for
processing/storing data, sensing the environment, and control-
ling organ function.1,2 Physiological information captured from
the central and peripheral nervous systems (CNS and PNS,
respectively) is most powerful when obtained with high
spatiotemporal resolution through devices that exploit bio-
compatible functional materials and device architectures.1,2

Capabilities in stimulating or inhibiting neural activity form
useful complements to those in sensing; combinations of these
two modalities create opportunities in closed-loop control.21,64

Electrical, electrochemical, optical, and pharmacological mech-
anisms of neuromodulation have well-established utility in
research into treatments for disorders of the brain, spinal cord,
and peripheral nervous systems, and into processes of
neuroregeneration. Many examples of these approaches
represent the standard of care in clinical practice. Various
advances in nano/microstructured, stretchable, bioresorbable,
and tissue hybrid material systems for such interfaces define the
frontier of this field of engineering science, with vast potential for
improved functionality in sensing and modulating interfaces to
biological systems, as described in the following sections.

Figure 2.Materials strategies for neural interface technologies. Network diagram that highlights the relationship between electrical/electrochemical,
optical, pharmacological, and multimodal sensing or modulating interfaces and associated materials strategies. Diverse approaches in materials
chemistry span nano/microstructured platforms and tissue hybrids, to materials with stretchable and bioresorbable characteristics.
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2.1. Electrical and Electrochemical Interfaces

Electrical neural interfaces can be exploited for stimulating and
recording neural activity. Here, an understanding of the
electrical and electrochemical mechanisms underlying the
interactions between electrodes and neurons is important. As
a common principle, electrodes mediate bidirectional con-
version between the flow of electrons in conductive elements of
electronic circuits and those of ions within the intra/extracellular
matrixes of the neurons. For bioelectronic stimulation (Figure
3a), a bioelectrical signal (i.e., ionic current) that reaches the
targeted axonal membrane and rises above a threshold
magnitude can induce a temporary potential difference inside
and outside the membrane, thereby firing an action potential.
Such membranes contain voltage-gated ion channels that
mediate transport of sodium (Na+) and potassium (K+) ions
into and out of the cell, to regulate gradients in ion
concentrations in response to changes in membrane potential.
The resting membrane potential for an individual neuron is−70
mV. At a threshold level (typically −55 mV), inflow of Na+ into
the axon results in rapid (≪1 ms) depolarization (+30 to +40
mV), as a firing event. Repolarization and relaxation back to the

resting state occurs through release of K+ from the axon, over a
time scale of∼1ms. Arrival of the action potential at the synapse
causes release of neurotransmitters from the presynaptic axon to
the postsynaptic neuron. These neurotransmitters combine with
receptors in the downstream partner dendrite, where receptors
convert these chemical signals into electrical signals. This
process can repeat, propagating/modifying the initial signal
throughout the neural circuitry of the brain.65 For bioelectronic
sensing (Figure 3b), electrically active neuronsmodulate electric
fields at the surfaces of the electrodes through changes in the
distributions of ionic species as output signals through the
extracellular media.
The patch clamp, one of the most widely used neural

interfaces and a standard method in the field of biological study,
enables direct measurements of these potentials with high
temporal resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This
method does not, however, provide straightforward paths to
spatial mapping. Systems that include arrays of electrodes
overcome this limitation, but as the sizes decrease to support
increased densities, the corresponding interface impedances
increase and lead to decreases in the SNR. Materials such as

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of electrode-tissue interfaces. (a) Bioelectronic stimulation; electrodes modulate the distribution of ions surrounding
the targeted neuron, resulting in evoked firing of an action potential through depolarization of the cellular membrane. (b) Bioelectronic sensing;
electrically active neurons modulate the electric fields at the surfaces of the electrodes. Distribution of ionic species act as output signals through the
extracellular media to allow for potential recording.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of mechanisms for charge transfer. (a) Faradaic charge transfer relies on oxidation and reduction of surface-confined
chemical species between the electrodes and the surrounding electrolytic media. (b) Capacitive charge transfer relies on charging and discharging of
the electrical double layer on the electrode, without electrochemical reactions.
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platinum (Pt, specific impedance 4.0Ω cm2 at 1 kHz), gold (Au,
6.84 Ω cm2), iridium (Ir, 5.86 Ω cm2), and indium tin oxide
(ITO, 5.3 Ω cm2)66 are widely used due to their biocompat-
ibility and high corrosion resistance in biofluids.66 Their
impedances can, however, be prohibitively high for measure-
ments that demand fine resolution, ultimately to scales defined
by the dimensions of single cells. Materials strategies that
increase the effective areas of the electrodes without increasing
their geometrical sizes are useful in this context. Examples
include metallic conductors (e.g., nanoporous Pt black, 0.15 Ω
cm2) and conductive ceramics (nanotextured titanium nitride
(TiN), 0.40 Ω cm2; specific impedance at 1 kHz calculated by
projected area67,68). As organic materials strategies, conducting
polymers and sp2 hybridized allotropes of carbon are attractive
due to their intrinsic conduction mechanisms and their surface
area enhancing porosities. Conducting polymers (e.g., poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with polystyrenesulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS), 0.02 Ω cm2; polypyrrole (PPy)/carbon nano-
tube (CNT), 0.77Ω cm2)69,70 are of particular, growing interest
because their mechanism of operation combines both ionic and
electronic modes of conduction, resulting from ion infiltration
into their networks and electron transport via conjugated π-
electrons, respectively.71,72 Carbon-based nanomaterials (e.g.,
CNT fibers, 0.20 Ω cm2; porous graphene, 3.12 Ω cm2; 3D
“fuzzy” graphene; 0.04 Ω cm2)73−76 have high conductivities
due mainly to their delocalized π-electrons and densities of
electronic states that allow them to conduct electrons in ways
qualitatively similarly to metals.77

Many of these same classes of materials can also be used for
bioelectronic stimulation, via transfer of charge at the
electrode−tissue interface66,78,79 through Faradaic and/or
non-Faradaic (capacitive) processes. The former (Figure 4a)
involves charge transfer through oxidation or reduction of
surface-confined chemical species. In the latter (Figure 4b), ions
in the electrolyte accumulate in a double layer on the electrode
surface through electrostatic adsorption (charging) and ionic
diffusion that extends from the surface (discharging).66,78,80

Methods for electrical modulation are well-established in
research, and they serve as the basis for various implantable
devices that interface onto the surfaces or into the depths of the
brain to treat degenerative conditions such as Parkinson’s and
Alzheimer’s and neurological disorders such as epilepsy. A key
metric for the materials and electrodes in such cases is the charge
injection capacity (CIC),66 defined as the maximum deliverable
charge per unit area. Materials, effective surface areas, geo-
metries, and interface properties are factors that influence the
CIC. As with sensing, spatiotemporal resolution is important,
and high CIC values are essential for stimulation electrodes to
operate effectively at small dimensions. Noble metals such as Pt,
Au, Ir, and Pd have CICs in the range of 0.05−0.26 mC/
cm2.66,76 Similar to sensing, high porosity metallic conductors
and microstructured polymers increase the effective surface
areas of the electrodes, leading to enhanced CIC.81,82 Superior
options are in ceramics (TiN and IrOx),66,76 conductive
polymers (PEDOT:PSS, PEDOT:CNT),76,83,84 and Pt
black,81 where CICs typically lie between 1 and 3 mC/cm2,
much larger than those of conventional metals.66 In the cases of
TiN (capacitive) and IrOx (Faradaic), these large CICs result
from high surface roughnesses and fast, reversible Faradaic
reactions due to reduction−oxidation (redox) reactions with the
Ir3+ and Ir4+ oxidation states, respectively.66,78,79 For
PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT:CNT (both Faradaic), the PSS
allows for charge transfer that causes oxidation in the PEDOT,

resulting in high conductivity and CIC. The CNTs support a
distinct and dense matrix structure, resulting in high porosity
and improved stabilized performance compared to PE-
DOT:PSS.85

Methods of analytical electrochemistry applied with these and
other types of electrodes provide the basis for measuring
dynamic fluctuations in the concentrations of biochemicals such
as catecholamines (dopamine (DA), norepinephrine, seroto-
nin), metabolites (glucose, glutamate, ethanol, lactate, etc.), and
ions (Na+, K+, O2+, H+, etc.). Catecholamines can be detected
directly at bare electrodes by measuring their redox signals,86,87

while the potential difference between ion-selective electrodes
(ISEs) and a reference electrode can be measured through
potentiometry as electroactive analytes accumulate on the ISE
surface.88,89 Amperometry and voltammetry are two of the most
common electroanalytical techniques in neuroscience, each with
advantages and disadvantages. For example, measurement of
analyte-dependent oxidative current at a fixed voltage in
amperometry is simple and allows for real-time monitoring of
analytes. This scheme cannot, however, differentiate between
different catecholamines. Voltammetry overcomes this issue by
producing distinct analyte-dependent redox waveforms but
requires complex electronics in the form of fast scan analyzers.
Unlike amperometry, voltammetry cannot capture real-time
transients, though high scan rates can enable near-real-time
analysis. Electrodes and detection principles for catecholamine
sensing can also be leveraged to monitor metabolites with an
additional step of functionalizing the electrodes with specific
enzymes that catalytically oxidize metabolites to produce
electroactive byproducts. These byproducts can then be readily
oxidized/reduced at the electrode for indirect quantification of
the metabolites. Electrochemical field effect transistors (FETs)
are another means for neurochemical sensing.90 Here, a
receptor-functionalized gate electrode interacts with the analyte
to produce changes in the transconductance of the channel.
Themain strategies for improving analytical sensitivity and/or

selectivity for detecting neurotransmitters involve chemical
surface modification schemes based on polymer coatings, self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs), or nanomaterial deposits
(nanocrystals, nanowires, nanoparticles, etc.) on the sensing
interfaces.87,91 An example of the first exploits a layer of PEDOT
on an oxide-free metal electrode (e.g., Au) to enable selective
detection of catecholamines (e.g., DA) in the presence of
biological endogenous interferents (e.g., ascorbic acid (AA) and
uric acid (UA)). The PEDOT acts as a redox mediator
responsible for oxidation catalysis with the analytical perform-
ance determined by voltammetry (oxidation potentials of −40,
150, and 280 mV for AA, DA, and UA, respectively).92 SAMs
can be exploited as linkers to other biological species or
nanomaterials. In one case, a SAM of 4-mercaptopyridine
(4MPy) on an Au electrode covalently binds Au nanorods or
nanoparticles for increased area of detection of neuro-
transmitters (e.g., DA, epinephrine (EPI), and noradrenaline
(NA)) with the analytical performance determined by
voltammetry (oxidation potentials of 265, 350, and 425 mV
for DA, EPI, and NA, respectively).93 As an example of a
nanomaterial-based approach without the use of SAMs, hybrid
nanocomposites (i.e., Prussian blue (PB) and electrochemically
reduced graphene oxide (ERGO)) cast onto Au electrodes lead
to enhanced performance in DA sensing compared to bare,
RGO-modified, and PB-modified Au electrodes.94 The ERGO/
PB hybrid nanocomposite enhances the activity for electro-
catalytic oxidation of DA with the analytical performance
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determined by amperometry and voltammetry (oxidation
potential, 350 mV; linear range, 0.01−10.0 mM; detection
limit, 20 nM). As more general approaches, metal/conductive
polymer hybrid nanoparticles (e.g., Pt, Fe, and PPy, polyaniline
(PANI), and polythiophene (PT)) act as oxidation catalysts and
as agents for accelerated electron accumulation on electrodes.95

The following sections highlight some advances in materials
chemistry that are relevant to electrodes and arrays for electrical
and electrochemical sensing and stimulation, with a focus that
spans nano/microstructured materials and associated 1D and
2Dmaterials, to platforms that offer stretchable, morphable, and
bioresorbable properties.
2.1.1. Nano/Microstructured Materials. In addition to

the types of nanomaterials described above, recent work shows
that deterministically defined nano/microstructures, such as
thin membranes, flexible filaments, and open mesh architec-
tures, offer unique possibilities for functional integration with
biological systems. As an example, mesh electronic systems
(350−400 nm thick; Figure 5a) that include fine conductive
elements and, in some cases, integrated silicon nanowires
(SiNWs; 80 nm diameter, 2 μm length; Figure 5b) as the basis of
field effect transistors (FETs)96,97 can be designed to inter-
penetrate 3D biological tissues for in vivo neural recording. One
example describes the injection of such device structures into the
brains of mice for electrophysiological recordings characteristic
of single-cell action potentials with spatiotemporal mapping of
hippocampal field activity. The nanoscale geometry yields
certain physical properties that are similar to those of the
neurons themselves, for improved long-term stability of
operation.98 A related system uses ultrathin, microscale
electrode arrays (Au electrode; 500 × 500 μm2 size and 145
nm thick) on polyimide (PI) mesh substrates (2.5 μm thick)
designed for placement on the surfaces of the brain using

dissolvable silk fibroin sheets as temporary supporting layers.
Dissolution of the silk allows gentle, conformal contacts to form
between the textured tissue surfaces and the neural interface
platform, with minimal mechanical loading at points of contact.
An in vivo study demonstrates successful mapping of neural
activity from a feline animal for more than 4 weeks.99

Additional examples of nanostructured materials strategies
focus on increasing the effective area of the electrodes, such as
nanowire-templated 3D fuzzy graphene (NT-3DFG). This type
of construct reduces the neural interface impedance by 40 times
compared to that of bare Au electrodes with the same projected
area. Fabrication of NT-3DFG begins with preparation of
SiNWs (30−160 nm diameter) through Au nanoparticle (NP)
catalyzed vapor−liquid−solid growth and concludes with the
formation of graphene by plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). The effective area of NT-3DFG allows for
geometric scaling of microelectrode sizes to dimensions as small
as 2× 2 μm2, for in vitro electrical recording with high SNR from
cardiomyocytes.75

Interesting optical properties are also possible with nano/
microstructured materials. For example, optically transparent
microelectrode arrays can be constructed using bilayer nano-
mesh systems of Au and PEDOT:PSS (Au nanomesh; 25 nm
thick with mesh widths of 70 nm and pitch values of 1 μm;
electroplated PEDOT:PSS; 85 nm thick), with 70% optical
transmittance in the visible range and with electrical impedances
comparable to those of standard nontransparent electrodes.100

As additional material schemes, devices based on indium tin
oxide (200 μm diameter, 0.1 μm thick)101 and single- or few-
layer sheets of graphene (110 μm diameter; 0.3 nm layer
thick)102 exhibit transmittances of 70 and 90% with sheet
resistances of 12 and 76 Ω/sq, respectively. Optical access
enables simultaneous use of routine microscopy methods, as

Figure 5. Electrical and electrochemical interfaces. (a−d) Nano/microstructured material systems. (a) Optical microscopic image of mesh electronics
in PBS solution and (b) SEM image of a nanowire FET device in the mesh structure.98 Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2015
Springer Nature. (c) SEM images of a 3D-printed, carbon nanoelectrode with sharp conical geometry and (d) microscopic image of an adult fly brain
with the 3D-printed nanoelectrode and a micropipet loaded with acetylcholine.105 Reproduced from ref 105. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society. (e, f) Stretchable material system. (e) PEDOT:PSS−ionic liquid based MECH electrode array under tensile stretching. Inset shows a
magnified view of the MECH electrode without cracks. (f) Optical image of a hydrated electrically conductive hydrogel with continuous conductive
pathway, originating from an interconnected polymer network in the hydrogel.112 Reproduced with permission from ref 112. Copyright 2019 Springer
Nature. (g, h) Bioresorbable multiplexed electrode array for transient neural recording. (g) Optical images of accelerated dissolution of an array with
patterned SiNMs as neural interface electrodes with the corresponding dissolution chemistry of Si. (h) Mo as an electrical interconnection between
multilayers with the hydrolysis reaction of Mo.125 Reproduced with permission from ref 125. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (i, j) Tissue hybrid
material systems. (i) ECMmicroelectrode integrated on an insertion probe. (j) Confocal fluorescent image showing expression of neuronal marker by
cortical neurons grown on the electrodes encapsulated with collagen. Neuronal marker β-tubulin III (green) and nuclei-specific stain Hoechst
(blue).131 Reproduced with permission from ref 131. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature.
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well as emerging methods for optical stimulation and sensing, as
described in subsequent sections.
In other applications, electrodes functionalized with nano-

materials allow detection of important biochemical species such
as catecholamines, as previously described. As an example, a
sulfonated tetrafluoroethylene based fluoropolymer−copolymer
and PEDOT can be used as a composite electrode coating for
enhanced performance in electrochemical sensing. Such
composites formed by electropolymerization (100 nm thick-
ness) on the surfaces of carbon fiber microelectrodes (40−80
μm length, 0.68 mm diameter) result in negatively charged
electrodes with selectivity toward cations. Electrochemical
sensors of this type exhibit sensitivities of 26 nA μM−1 and
response times of 0.46 s for measurements of DA using
voltammetry. Slow scan cyclic voltammetry (20 mV/s) as
performed on solutions of 1.0 mM DA, 3,4-dihydroxyphenyl-
acetic acid (DOPAC), and AA in 20 mM pH 7.4 phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) validates the selectivity of the coating
against DOPAC and AA. The steady-state current for a 1.0 mM
DA voltammogram is stable, while those for DOPAC and AA
decrease, indicating that the coating is effective in preventing
anion adsorption.103

Another example of electrode functionalization uses enzymes
to enable simultaneous in vivo recording of concentrations of
glutamate and ascorbate. One reported structure involves a
microsensor array with two pairs of side-by-side Pt sites (15 μm
wide, 333 μm long) coated with glutamate oxidase. Measure-
ments show the ability to monitor potassium-evoked glutamate
release and reuptake in the hippocampus region of a rat model
with a sensitivity of 5.3 pA μM−1, a response time of 0.9 s, and
high selectivity against major interferents.104 Printing and
focused ion beam approaches can yield nanoscale electrodes
(tip sizes of 260−290 nm) capable of neurotransmitter
detection by fast scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) in micro-
organisms (Drosophila with 10-μm-wide brain structures). After
stimulation with acetylcholine (2 pmol), experiments show that
DA can be detected in the brains of flies at the nanotips of carbon
electrodes (300 nm disk; Figure 5c,d).105

Another recent study reports six electrochemical ion selective
electrodes embedded within a thermally drawn fiber (a process
described in section 2.2) for pH and neurometabolic lactate
sensing that combines nanomaterial and enzyme electrode
functionalization.106 The potentiometric pH sensor in this case
consists of a 5% graphite and conductive polyethylene
composite (gCPE) coated with iridium oxide (IrOx) to yield a
sensitivity of −56.6 mV/pH. The lactate sensor uses lactate
oxidase to oxidize lactate for amperometric measurements of
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) on a carbon electrode electroplated
with Pt black. The sensitivity is 2.63 nA/mM, via electrodes that
have active electrochemical areas of ∼42−85 μm2. In vivo
experiments in the frontal cortex of mouse models capture
changes in lactate concentration in response to spreading
depolarizations due to brain needle pricks.
2.1.2. Stretchable and Viscoplastic Materials. Because

neural circuits distribute throughout soft, time-dynamic tissues,
reliable electrical/electrochemical interfaces benefit from the
use of compliant materials that can respond to these natural
motions without constraint or damage, for interfaces with long-
term stability. Although a certain level of such compliance can be
achieved using nano/microstructured materials as described
previously, these properties can be most directly realized
through appropriate chemical designs of the constituent
materials. Parylene and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; typical

moduli between 3 and 0.05MPa following mixing of cross-linker
and PDMS) represent two polymer materials commonly used as
bendable encapsulation layers and elastomeric substrates,
respectively. Conducting polymers (e.g., polypyrrole/polycap-
rolactone-block-polytetrahydrofuran-block-polycaprolactone
(PPy/PCTC)107 and PEDOT:PSS108) are attractive as electro-
des and interconnects for these same reasons. These materials
also have the advantage that they can be patterned using additive
approaches, including methods in 3D printing, as described
subsequently. Composites that consist of Pt microparticles,109

Ag nanowires,110 or Au-coated TiO2 nanowires embedded in
PDMS matrixes107 serve as the basis for electrical sensing
interfaces that can not only bend but also stretch (strains≫1%).
Hydrogels represent an interesting additional class of materials
that can offer similar and even more favorable mechanical
properties (e.g., moduli as low as 10 kPa), with ionic modes of
conduction.78,111

One example of tissuelike stretchable electrical interfaces uses
an electrically conductive hydrogel (ECH) formed by blending
ionic liquid (4-(3-butyl-1-imidazolio)-1-butanesulfonic acid
triflate) into a solution of PEDOT:PSS to form an ion gel film
with an aggregated PEDOT network (Figure 5e,f). Subsequent
removal of the ionic liquid via water exchange transforms the ion
gel into a hydrogel. ECH electrodes (200 nm thick) are
mechanically and electrically stable under tensile strains of up to
20%.112 Direct photolithographic patterning of hydrogels is
generally not possible due to their porosity and high water
content, but the ion gel can be processed using such techniques
to create micropatterned electrically conductive hydrogels
(MECH) through water exchange to yield desired structures
in ECH (32 kPa Young’s modulus, 1 × 0.5 mm2 size). An
elastomeric photoresist formed by mixing dimethacrylate-
functionalized perfluoropolyether (PFPE-DMA) with a photo-
initiator (bis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)-phenylphosphine oxide)
serves as a photodefinable encapsulation layer. These strategies
allow the formation of micropatterned functional layers of
MECH with coatings of PFPE-DMA as the top and bottom
encapsulation layers, all with stretchable and chemically stable
characteristics. The resultant interfaces can be used for localized
low-voltage electrical stimulation of the sciatic nerves in live
mice.
Other chemical modifications can render PEDOT:PSS as a

conducting polymer suitable for patterning by 3D printing
through tailored rheological properties. The modifications focus
on the formation and isolation of PEDOT:PSS nanofibrils from
PEDOT:PSS solutions through lyophilization in cryogenic
conditions and redispersion in a mixture of water and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) (volume ratio, water:DMSO= 85:15). High-
resolution 3D printing of this material yields electrodes
(PEDOT:PSS; 1.1 MPa modulus, 30 μm diameter) within
elastomeric encapsulation layers (PDMS) as neural probes with
multiple PEDOT:PSS electrode channels suitable for high-
quality biopotential recordings from the dorsal hippocampus
regions of the brains of mice.108 In other examples of 3D
printing, conductive inks of Pt microparticles (0.2−1.8 μm
diameter) dispersed in PDMS form the basis of stretchable
implants in different geometries for studies with various animal
models (rat spinal implant (55 mm long, four channels); cat
spinal implant (65 mm long, eight channels); rat EcoG implant
(31 mm long, nine channels); muscle nerve implant (15 mm
long, one channel); all ∼200 μm thick) to stimulate and record
electrical activity from the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral
nerves.109
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Another stretchable platform, known as electronic dura mater
(e-dura) formed by soft lithographic techniques, involves a
silicone substrate (PDMS, 120 μm thick) with Pt−PDMS
composite electrodes (300 μm diameter) and microfluidic
channels (100 × 50 μm2 cross-section area) as an electrical and
chemical interface to the spinal cords of rodents. The system has
an effective modulus of ∼1.2 MPa and an elastic response to
strain of up to 45%. Experimental demonstrations illustrate its
ability to restore locomotion in paralyzed rodents after 5 weeks
of implantation.113

Materials with extremely low modulus are also of interest. A
recent report outlines an ultrasoft (10−100 kPa) and stretchable
electrode array platform (6× 20× 0.250mm3 dimensions) as an
ECoG device constructed entirely out of viscoelastic materials
designed to interface with the soft tissues of the heart and brain
(electrodes with diameters of 700 μm and average impedances
of 167 kΩ).114 The conductive layer consists of alginate doped
with pyrene-modified graphene flakes and CNTs, while the
encapsulation layer is based on self-healing PDMS (PDMS−
methylenebis(phenyl isocyanate)−isophorone diisocyanate
(PDMS−MPU−IU); 10 μm thick) physically entangled with
amine-terminated PDMS (NH2-PDMS-NH2) to covalently
bond to an alginate−acrylamide-based tough gel through
carbodiimide chemistry. An ECoG device placed onto the
dura of a transgenic rat expressing Thy1 records electrical signals
in response to optical stimulation from the primary cortex.
Placement over the auditory cortex of a wild-type rat allows
recording of auditory evoked potentials in response to vocal
stimulation from 1 to 10 kHz frequency.
As extensions of stretchable neural interfaces, related classes

of materials can be designed to follow large-scale physical and
dimensional changes associated with growth and morpho-
genesis. Here, the resulting spatially nonuniform distributions of
stresses and strains can be much larger than those associated
with movements. Interface technologies that maintain stable
contacts throughout these processes can allow for sensing and
modulation across the duration of these periods of growth and
change. In such instances, significant and permanent alteration
in dimensions/shapes of the neural interface materials must
occur in a coordinated manner with the biological systems, often
beyond the range of elastic responses. Viscoplastic materials
such as PEDOT:PSS doped with glycerol or PDMS mixed with
isophorone bisurea and 4,4′-methylenebis(phenyl urea) are
attractive as the foundations for such types of morphing
electronics (MorphE).115 One demonstration vehicle incorpo-
rates four electrodes (0.04 cm2 area and 2 μm thick) as interfaces
to peripheral nerves in growing, juvenile rats for periods of up to
8 weeks. Experiments show stable electrical interfaces for
eliciting compound action potentials, with therapeutic benefits
on the nerve in terms of effects on gait, behavior, nerve structure,
and histology. Similar strategies may be applicable to the brain
and other parts of the CNS.
Other types of deformable neural interfaces exploit tunability

in stiffness to facilitate tissue penetration in a stiff state, with
subsequent transition to a compliant state to minimize
mechanical damage during use. One such probe uses PDMS
as its structural material with Pt electrodes (40 × 150 μm2 area)
for electrical/electrochemical interfaces and with microfluidic
channels for drug delivery (15 × 5 μm2 cross-sectional area) and
stiffening (104 × 10 μm2 cross-sectional area). Here, the liquid
metal gallium (Ga) acts both as a stretchable electrical
connection and as a material with tunable stiffness through a
phase change process. Specifically, during deep brain

implantation, the temperature of the probe is controlled to
ensure that the Ga is in its solid phase (under 30 °C) with a
modulus of 205 kPa. After implantation, the Ga melts to
eliminate its stiffening effect on the probe. In this system, Pt
electrodes serve as the basis of enzymatic biosensors to detect
glutamate. Electropolymerization ofm-phenylenediamine yields
a layer of poly(m-phenylenediamine) (PPD) to block common
electroactive interferents in the rat striatum such as DA and AA.
Following PPD deposition, enzyme immobilization occurs by
applying a mixture of glutamate oxidase and bovine serum
albumin, resulting in a stable, high-performance glutamate
sensor (sensitivity, 8.2 pA/μM; detection limit, 0.39 μM; and
response time, ∼1 s).116

2.1.3. Bioresorbable Materials. Temporary neural inter-
faces are of interest for applications that require only finite
operating lifetimes, selected to match transient biological
processes such as those related to neurotherapy, neuro-
regeneration, and/or recovery. Bioresorbable materials can
enable platforms that harmlessly disappear, without the
complications and risks associated with secondary surgeries
that would otherwise be required for device retrieval after a
period of need. Physical dissolution, biochemical degradation,
and physical disintegration represent some of the mechanisms
for resorption. As summarized in other reviews,117,118 materials
ranging from Si nanomembranes (NMs) and zinc oxide (ZnO)
thin films can serve as active semiconductor materials for such
interfaces, in which the underlying chemistry of resorption
involves hydrolysis reactions with surrounding biofluids. Similar
reactions that occur with conductors and insulators such as
silicon (Si), magnesium (Mg), zinc (Zn), molybdenum (Mo),
and tungsten (W) allow for their use as electrodes and
interconnects;118−121 with silicon dioxide (SiO2), magnesium
oxide (MgO), and silicon nitride (SiNx) as gate and interlayer
dielectrics;118,120,122,123 and with poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid
(PLGA), polylactic acid (PLA),65 poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA),124

polycaprolactone (PCL), collagen, and silk fibroin as sub-
strates.118−120,123 These and other related materials can be
cleared from the body through metabolic processes, without
harmful biological effects.
Examples of bioresorbable electrical sensing interfaces include

passively and actively addressed arrays of doped SiNM
electrodes and Mo electrodes, with demonstrations of electro-
physiological mapping of neural activity on the cortex of rat
models (Figure 5g,h).125 Stable recordings are possible for many
days, and complete resorption occurs within several weeks. Such
devices can, in many cases, also be used for neural stimulation, as
demonstrated by a wireless, temporary interface designed to
accelerate processes of neuroregeneration in damaged periph-
eral nerves.126 The device in this case consists of a radio
frequency (RF) power harvester that includes a Mg receiver coil
and a rectifying diode based on a SiNM that connects to a pair of
Mg orMo electrodes as cuff interfaces to the nerve, all supported
and encapsulated by PLGA. In vivo experiments on rat models
demonstrate advantages of repeated stimulation with devices of
this type over a period of 1 week, compared to current standards
of care based on a single stimulation process performed during
the intraoperative period.
Bioresorbable materials can also be used as chemical sensing

interfaces. For example, iron (Fe) NPs can serve as catalytic
oxidizing agents of dopamine. An example of a bioresorbable
electrochemical sensor constructed on this basis consists of a
SiNM (300 nm thick) heavily doped with boron (∼1020 cm−3)
and coated with a hybrid catalyst of Fe-decorated carboxylated
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polypyrrole NPs (Fe_CPPy NPs, 5 and 100 nm sizes) as
functionalized electrodes, Mg as interconnects (200 nm thick),
SiO2 as the interlayer dielectric (150 nm thick), and PCL (100
μm thick) as the substrate and encapsulation. When dopamine
molecules adsorb onto the CPPy surface of the hybrid NPs, the
six-membered benzene rings in the dopamine molecules fuse to
nitrogen-containing rings of CPPy via π−π interactions. Fe-NPs
catalyze the accumulated dopamine to its oxidized form (i.e.,
dopamine-o-quinone), thereby generating electrons that trans-
fer to the SiNM electrodes. The resultant electrochemical
responses encompass a wide range of dopamine concentrations,
as low as picomolar values in vitro and with resorbable
characteristics demonstrated under accelerated conditions in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 11 at 37 °C).123

Real-time monitoring of nitric oxide (NO) levels in
physiological environments can be important for sensing neural
activity due to the regulatory role this compound plays in the
release of neurotransmitters.127 A recently reported bioresorb-
able electrochemical sensor enables NO detection (detection
limit, ∼4 nM), over a wide range (0.01−100 μM) and with high
temporal resolution (<350 ms). The device consists of poly(L-
lactic acid) and poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PLLA−PTMC,
400 μm thick) as the substrate, ultrathin AuNM(32 nm thick) as
electrodes, and a poly(eugenol) film (∼16 nm thick) as the
selective membrane to promote selectivity and specificity
toward NO.128 The AuNMs are bioresorbable not through
conventional chemical processes but instead through phag-
ocytosis and metabolic clearance. The electrochemical sensing
mechanism involves the oxidation of NO to NO+ (nitrosonium
ion) through the removal of one unpaired electron on the
AuNM surface, followed by a subsequent conversion to NO2− in
the solution. The resulting redox current can be measured to
detect the concentration of NO. The device can monitor not
only at cellular and organ levels in real time but also in a live
rabbit model for 5 days with a wireless system.
2.1.4. Biohybrid Materials. An interesting additional

direction in materials for electronic/electrochemical interfaces
combines living cells with electrodes, substrates, encapsulating
layers, and other supporting materials. The concept, initially
described decades ago and currently a topic of growing research
activity, involves two main strategies: seeding cells onto the
electrodes by coating them with ECM proteins (e.g., collagens I
and IV, fibronectin, and laminin) or allowing cells to grow

through the electrodes to yield “living electrodes” in the form of
microtissue engineered neural networks (microTENNs).129−132

Here, natural growth of the cellular component can lead to
intimate, dynamic integration into a host biological system, to
form electrically active neurite bridges. The interest in this living,
natural electronic interface is in its potential to reduce or
eliminate foreign body reactions while maintaining recording or
modulating capabilities. The ECM probes, shown in Figure 5i,j,
not only operate with minimal immune response but also act as
implanted electrical hybrid interfaces to monitor evoked neural
activities from rat models. Probes based on microelectrodes (Au
electrodes and conductive traces, 100 nm thick; parylene as top
and bottom encapsulation layers, 5 μm thick; and overall
dimensions of 100 μm × 30 μm × 5 mm (W × H × L)) coated
with ECM proteins, excluding collagen I, show higher cell
viability compared to those without the proteins.131 In other
work, microTENNs are neuronal cultures with functional axonal
tracts seeded within agarose−collagen hydrogels and molded
into cylindrical microcolumns to grow toward target tissue.
Different types of neurons can be used in these constructs to
stimulate and inhibit neural activity (excitatory and inhibitory
neurons, respectively). The diameters of such probes are in the
range of several hundred micrometers and with lengths of 5−10
cm to reach deep layers of the brain.132,133 Transfection of the
neurons in these living electrodes with optogenetic proteins
enables optical modulation and evoked neural activity in the
host brain as monitored through calcium imaging of the living
electrodes,134 via mechanisms described in section 2.2.

2.2. Optical Techniques

Optical techniques represent powerful approaches that comple-
ment electrical methods for monitoring and modulating neural
activity. These schemes are of particular interest for their ability
to address volumes of tissues through the use of projection
optics, without the invasiveness of electrical probes, and for their
capacity to operate with cell type specificity. Although optical
monitoring can track intrinsic hemodynamic effects related to
neuronal activity including variations in blood flow and
concentrations of oxy-/deoxyhemoglobin,135,136 the most
powerful schemes exploit genetically encoded proteins with
fluorescence that varies according to changes in intracellular
calcium ion (Ca2+) concentration, membrane voltages, or
neurotransmitters.137 The mechanisms often involve modu-
lations in the fluorescence efficiency via energy transfer from one

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of mechanisms for optical sensing and modulation. (a) Illustration of a genetically encoded Ca2+ indicator (GECI),
where binding to calcium ions enhances its fluorescence upon excitation with 473 nm light. (b) Genetically encoded voltage indicator (GEVI) based
on cpFPs inserted between S3 and S4 of a voltage-sensing domain. Hyperpolarization leads to an increase in fluorescence. (c) Penicillin-binding
protein (PBP) based genetically encoded transmitter indicator (GETI) relies on cpFPs inserted into the glutamate binding protein. Upon binding, the
change in conformation leads to an increase in fluorescence. (d) Integrated optoelectronic devices as neural interfaces illuminate light onto
photosensitive cells. Blue light (470 nm wavelength) opens the cation ChR2 channel and induces an influx of sodium and calcium ions into the
intracellular media. Exposure to yellow and orange light (575 and 589 nmwavelength) can activate the Arch andNpHR ion pumps, allowing expulsion
of hydrogen ions and introduction of chloride ions, resulting in hyperpolarization.
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donor fluorophore to another through intermolecular dipole−
dipole interactions138,139 in a Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) process. Here, binding events alter the molecular
conformations and, thus, the efficiency of FRET. Genetically
encoded calcium indicators (GECIs, Figure 6a) are of particular
importance due to their widespread use. Some of the most
common GECIs include fusions of green fluorescent protein
(GFP), the calcium-binding protein calmodulin (CaM), and the
M13 fragment of myosin light chain kinase to yield the GCaMP
family of Ca2+ indicators.140 These sensors exploit circularly
permuted fluorescent proteins (cpFPs) that undergo conforma-
tional changes upon Ca2+ binding, to yield fluorescence
modulation speeds that approach the scale of naturally occurring
transients, faster than those possible using FRET-based
approaches, as extensively reviewed elsewhere.137,141

While Ca2+ concentrations are important, they represent
indirect measures of neuronal activity. Genetically encoded
voltage indicators (GEVIs, Figure 6b) enable direct visualization
of neuronal action potentials.137,142 GEVIs span a wide variety of
designs and mechanisms, with functional limitations that follow
from generally low response amplitudes and relatively slow
kinetics. Continued improvements with GEVIs, with examples
such as accelerated sensor of action potentials 3 (ASAP3),143

SomArchon,144 and Voltron,145 are beginning to address these
limitations, as reported and reviewed elsewhere.137 Lastly,
because neurotransmitters are key biochemicals involved in
neuronal signaling processes, genetically encoded transmitter
indicators (GETIs, Figure 6c) are of interest as a third form of
species for optical monitoring of presynaptic or postsynaptic
neurotransmission. Advances in the development of cpFP
biochemistry allow detection of various types of neuro-
transmitters (e.g., GABA,146 dopamine,147−149 and gluta-
mate150).
Related genetic techniques support optical modulation of

neural activity, using light with wavelengths spanning from
infrared (IR) through the visible spectrum, at high spatiotem-
poral precision and with cell-type specificity. These methods,
known collectively as optogenetics,151,152 exploit genetically
encoded light-sensitive ion channels or pumps that express in
the membranes of targeted neurons for activation or inhibition
(Figure 6d). In one common example of activation, illumination
with blue light (470 nm wavelength) opens a cation channel
(e.g., channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2)) to allow an influx of Na+ or
Ca2+ ions, resulting in neural activation by depolarizing the
membrane potential. As an example of inhibition, illumination
with yellow or orange light (575 and 589 nm wavelength,

Figure 7.Optical interfaces. (a−e) Nano/microstructured materials. (a) Illustration of the miniature light field microscope (MiniLFM) consisting of
CMOS sensor, microlens array, lens, base plate, LED, and graded index (GRIN) lenses (top left), photograph of a MiniLFM mounted mouse, and
comparison of representative neuron positions and activity traces as obtained from two photon microscopy recording (red circles and traces) and from
seeded iterative demixing (SID) analysis (green circles and traces) of a simultaneous MiniLFM recording of the same region.156 Reproduced with
permission from ref 156. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (b) Illustration of a 2D MEMS scanner consisting of supple fiber bundle (SFB); dichroic
mirror; collecting, scanning, and objective lenses; collimator; and hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (left) and photographs of an FHIRM-TPM on a
fingertip and mounted on the head of a mouse (right).157 Reproduced with permission from ref 157. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (c) Optical
microscopic and SEM (inset) images of four silicon optical probes and μ-ILEDs on an array of probes.161 Reproduced with permission from ref 161.
Copyright 2015 Elsevier. (d) SEM images of an ultrathin probe and (inset) single GaN-based μ-ILED. (e) Process of injection and release of the
microneedle; insertion (left), dissolving the external silk-based adhesive (center), and removing the microneedle to leave the device components in the
brain (right).162 Reproduced with permission from ref 162. Copyright 2013 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (f−i) Stretchable
materials. (f) Photograph of a fiber (PC/COC coated with Ag NWs/PDMS) for optoelectronic probing. Cross-sectional image of the fiber probe
(inset).173 Reproduced with permission from ref 173. Copyright 2017 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (g) Optical image of an
Alg/PAAm hydrogel optical fiber and demonstrations of light passing into a mouse brain (h) and fiber stretchability (i).174 Reproduced with
permission from ref 174. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (j, k) Bioresorbable materials. (j) PLGA-based bioresorbable
optical fiber for characterization of neural activity (top right). PLGA fibers lose their function as time passes (bottom right).179 Reproduced with
permission from ref 179. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. Chemical reaction associated with PLGA hydrolysis (bottom). (k) SEM image of PLLA-
based bioresorbable optical fiber (left) and optical characteristics in a brain phantom over time (right).178 Reproduced with permission from ref 178.
Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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respectively) activates pumps based on archaerhodopsin-3
(Arch) or halorhodopsin (NpHR) to expel hydrogen ions or
introduce chloride ions, respectively, thereby inhibiting neural
activity by hyperpolarizing the membrane.65,153,154 As described
in the following, advances in materials chemistry and engineer-
ing serve as the basis for devices capable of introducing and
detecting light to support these optical techniques in neural
sensing and modulation.
2.2.1. Nano/Microstructured Materials. Optical record-

ing methods that use optical fiber probes and genetically
encoded indicators can provide powerful insights into neuronal
activity, but they can be limited to local brain regions, ultimately
hindering the potential to visualize networked brain activity.155

High spatiotemporal resolution can be achieved with lenses and
imaging systems arranged into compact platforms to capture
volumetric neuronal behavior.154 One study (Figure 7a) exploits
a single-photon, wide field fluorescence microscope to enable
neuronal recordings of Ca2+ transients within a 700 × 600 × 360
μm3 volume, across 810 neurons with nearly single-cell
resolution in the hippocampus of freely moving mice expressing
GCaMP6f at high sampling rates (16 Hz) and fine resolution
(∼15 μm).156 Miniaturized two-photon microscopes (FHIRM-
TPMs) allow recordings in freely moving mice expressing
GCaMP6f with high spatiotemporal resolution (0.64 μm
laterally, 3.35 μm axially, 40 Hz sampling rate for an area of
130 × 130 μm2).157 These systems include photonic crystal
fibers (∼400 μm total diameter) consisting of silica cores (8−9
μm diameter) and acrylate coatings (255 μm diameter) that
deliver 920 nm femtosecond laser pulses, with microelectro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) as scanners for imaging
capabilities (Figure 7b).
Standard fiber optics technologies adapted from the tele-

communications industry are also useful, but rigid (∼50−90
GPa) glass probes or waveguides of such types are strongly
mechanically mismatched with soft neural tissues (∼1−10 kPa),
thereby limiting stability in long-term in vivo experiments.154

Tapered fibers (TFs) can reduce this sort of tissue damage, and
microstructured features patterned along their lengths can
enable multisite illumination and photon collection.158 An
example involves a single-core optical fiber (50 μm core
diameter; 125 μm total diameter) with a 3−6° taper angle
formed by glass pulling and IR laser shaping, to create a 600 nm
tip that facilitates insertion into the brain. A gold coating near
the tip of the fiber acts as a reflector to prevent optical loss. Seven
selected sites along the fiber serve as 25 × 25 μm2 “windows”
spaced 100 μm apart, formed by focused ion beammilling with a
gallium ion (Ga+) beam. These windows allow light to escape at
different depths, thus enabling stimulation of multiple brain
regions with a single fiber. In one case, implantation of such a
microstructured fiber into the striatum of transgenic mice
expressing ChR2 allows for optogenetic stimulation and
inhibition of neuronal activity with site selection achieved by
adjusting the angle of the incident light onto the fiber.
An alternative approach involves silicon-based implantable

nanophotonic probes (emitter pixels (E-pixels)) that exploit
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).159 The probes are 90
μm wide and 18 μm thick, tapering to a width of 20 μm near
wedge-shaped tips (radius of curvature, ∼1 μm), supporting an
optical stack with a 200-nm-thick layer of Si3N4 deposited by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) encapsulated
by layers of thermally grown SiO2 (1.5 μm bottom, 1 μm top
thickness). These devices employed in vivo allow patterned
optogenetic stimulation in transgenic mice expressing ChR2.

Other strategies in nano/microstructured materials exploit
ultrathin (6.45 μm thick), gallium nitride (GaN) based
microscale inorganic light emitting diodes (μ-ILEDs) as the
basis for flexible, penetrating probes that allow local delivery of
light without the need for fiber optics and external light
sources.160 The fabrication process involves epitaxially grown
GaN stacks on sapphire (Al2O3) wafers consisting of undoped
GaN (3.8 μm thick), n-type GaN (3.2 μm thick), multiple
quantum wells (MQW; 0.14 μm thick, peak wavelength 447 nm
at 1 mA), and 0.2 μmof p-type GaN (0.2 μm thick) with a nickel
(Ni)/Au bilayer (15 nm thick each) formed into an L-shaped
current spreading layer with top (p-contact) and recessed
bottom (n-contact) pads in the corners (25 × 25 μm2 area; Cr/
Au 15/300 nm thick). These light emitting diodes transfer to
carrier Si wafers through laser liftoff (LLO) induced by passage
of krypton fluoride (KrF) or yttrium aluminum garnet:neody-
nium (YAG:Nd) laser light through the sapphire growth wafer.
Contact with stamps of PDMS (vertical pillars; 3 μm diameter,
1.2 μm height, 5 μm spacing) removes the devices from the
carrier wafer for subsequent transfer printing onto other
substrates of interest. These methods provide access to GaN
μ-ILEDs with a range of lateral dimensions (1 × 1 mm2 to 25 ×
25 μm2) and thicknesses (micrometers or less) that are
significantly smaller than those possible with wafer dicing
techniques.
Different types of neural probes and interfaces can be used to

deliver these microscale light sources into soft tissues. In one
example, the probes involve micromachined silicon substrates
that support GaN-based μ-ILEDs,161 as shown in Figure 7c for
the case of four shanks (30 μm total thickness, 70 mm width, 5
mm length), each with three μ-ILEDs (10 × 15 μm2 in emission
area) and eight recording electrodes (Ti/Pt/Ir; 10/50/50 nm
thick, 11× 13 μm2 area, 1MΩ impedance at 1 kHz). This device
can be deployed into the hippocampus regions of transgenic
mice expressing ChR2 for optical stimulation and electrical
recording. A disadvantage is that these probes are rigid and
fragile.
An earlier report describes an alternative approach that uses

cellular-scale μ-ILEDs integrated onto ultrathin polymeric
injection microneedles (Figure 7d),162 in a four μ-ILED array
that is part of a multifunctional system formed by transfer
printing techniques.160 The patterned polyester substrate (2.5
μm thick) includes interconnect traces of Cr/Au (15/300 nm
thick) encapsulated with a layer of photodefinable epoxy (SU-8;
2 μm thick). Separately fabricated layers that include microscale
inorganic photodetectors (μ-IPDs; 200 × 200 μm2 lateral
dimensions, 1.25 μm thick), thermal sensors, and electro-
physiological sensors on 6-μm-thick polyester substrates bonded
together in a stacked configuration using ultrathin films (∼500
nm thick) of an epoxy polymer to yield complete systems (∼20
μm total thickness). To enhance the bending rigidity for delivery
into targeted regions of the brain, a thin bioresorbable adhesive
layer (∼100 nm thick) of 7 wt % purified silk fibroin joins the
system onto a removable microneedle (Figure 7e) fabricated
with photodefinable epoxy (SU-8; 250 μm thick). A wireless
delivery and control system operates these components in
transgenic mouse models expressing ChR2 to drive optogeneti-
cally modulated place preference in structured Y mazes, as a
demonstration of programmed behavioral control over freely
moving animals.
In related battery-powered wireless devices, 3D-printed

optogenetic probes (3D-POPs)163 formed using photopolymers
support transfer-printed GaN-based μ-ILEDs (220 × 270 μm2
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lateral dimensions) and PDMS/parylene-C (1/6 μm thick)
encapsulation layers as thin, mechanically compliant optical
interfaces (60 μm total thickness) with various rapidly
customizable design layouts for scalable studies in various
potential animal models. Additional wireless schemes to remove
tethers that can potentially influence animal behavior use
epitaxially released GaN-based μ-ILEDs (180 × 125 μm2 lateral
dimensions, 7 μm thick) on flexible probes (copper (Cu)/PI/
Cu; 18/25/18 μm thick) encapsulated with polyisobutylene/
PDMS (7/30 μm thick) with battery-powered electronics for
optical modulation of the behaviors of mice.164

Despite the capabilities of such devices as tether-free optical
neural interfaces, fully implantable, battery-free alternatives
represent the most powerful platforms due to their efficient,
lightweight, and miniaturized designs. One of the earliest
examples exploits capacitive coupling between neighboring
serpentine traces for RF power harvesting via miniaturized,
stretchable antennas operating at 2.34 GHz.165 When interfaced
to the sciatic nerves and spinal cords of transgenic mice
expressing ChR2, these interfaces allow activation of peripheral
and spinal pain circuitry with 470 and 465 nm wavelength GaN
μ-ILEDs, respectively. Other battery-free, fully implantable
devices wirelessly operate through inductive coupling at 13.56
MHz, using near-field-communication (NFC) hardware
schemes found in common electronic appliances.166 This
platform builds upon previous work167,168 for inductively
coupled NFC-capable optoelectronic devices and incorporates
Cu interconnects and active components on a PI substrate (75
μm thick) with a bilayer encapsulation of parylene/PDMS (5
μm/0.5−300 μm thick) for a total maximum thickness of 1.3
mm. A key feature is an injectable microneedle (350 μm wide,
∼80−130 μm thick) that incorporates a μ-ILED (470 nm
emission wavelength) connected to circular Cu coil (eight turn
traces of 60 μm width, 80 μm spaces, 18 μm thick, 9.8 mm total
diameter) through a serpentine structure that allows freedom of
motion. An in vivo implementation with this lightweight
miniaturized optical modulator (9.8 mm diameter, 30 mg
weight) coupled to the ventral tegmental area and nucleus
accumbens of ChR2-expressing transgenic mice optically
stimulates a neural circuit known to facilitate reward and
positive reinforcement.
One of the most advanced technologies of this type includes

support for intensity-regulated operation of multiple μ-ILEDs
with real-time programmability.169 These systems offer control
over the optical intensity, pulse duration, and stimulation
frequency as useful tools for optogenetic studies in freely moving
animals. Devices in the form of head-mounted (HM) and back-
mounted (BM) designs with multiple, separately controlled
probes, allows optogenetic control of individual and social
behaviors in groups of mice, with demonstrations in the
formation and elimination of bonding behaviors by synchron-
ized and desynchronized stimulation.170

2.2.2. Stretchable and Compliant Materials. As with
electronic/electrochemical interfaces, low-modulus materials
for optical interfaces can reduce mechanically induced damage
to surrounding soft neural tissues (∼1−10 kPa).171 Compliant
polymers for flexible optical fibers represent one set of examples.
Thermal drawing techniques can be used to create multi-
material, flexible fibers of this general type. Here, a structured
cylindrical preform serves as a precursor to the final desired fiber.
Heating to roughly 50−100 °C above the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of the constituent materials in a furnace
softens them and causes necking to allow for laminar flow as the

preform is pulled with a weight, resulting in a continuous fiber
without defects or breaks.172 One report uses a cyclic olefin
copolymer elastomer (COCE; refractive index (n) = 1.51,
modulus = 34 MPa, Tg = 84 °C) coated with a flexible,
biocompatible PDMS encapsulation layer (n = 1.47, 5 μm thick)
that reduces direct contact of the fiber with tissue while allowing
bending and stretching deformations during deployment and
subsequent use (Figure 7f).173 The thermal drawing process for
these highly stretchable (up to 230% strain) fibers (105−135
μm total diameter) reduces the initial fiber dimensions by up to
200 times while producing hundreds of meters of fiber in a single
draw. Demonstrations that use transgenic mice expressing ChR2
support the potential for use in neuroscience studies. Similar
processes also provide options for including tin (Sn) microwires
(4.75 μm diameter) encapsulated in poly(etherimide) (PEI; 80
μm diameter). The surfaces of the fibers can be functionalized
with primary amines to promote robust covalent bonding with
alginate (Alg) via carbodiimide chemistry, such that dip-coating
into an Alg−polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel pregel solution
forms a 25-μm-thick hydrogel layer. Implantation into the
ventral hippocampus of mice enables optogenetic modulation
and electrophysiological monitoring.171

Low-modulus (∼65 kPa) and highly extensible (over 400%)
hydrogels can also be used to form optical fibers (125 μm
diameter, n = 1.35), using Alg and PAAm. These fibers result
from polymerization of the Alg−PAAm precursor in a silicone
tube (300 μm diameter; Figure 7g−i).174 Optogenetic studies
with mice indicate improved tissue responses and neuronal
survival rates compared to those observed with conventional
silica optical fibers.175 Different classes of soft materials can be
combined, as in the example of polymer-based fiber probes that
embed into soft Alg−PAAm hydrogel matrixes (5.5 kPa shear
modulus) to yield highly flexible fibers (7 N/m bending
stiffness; 106 μm diameter) that incorporate a polycarbonate
(PC) core and COC cladding.

2.2.3. Bioresorbable Materials. As described previously,
bioresorbable materials are attractive for neural interfaces due to
their ability to act as temporary implants. Transparent
bioresorbable materials such as silk fibroin,176 citrate-based
polymeric elastomers,177 PLLA,178 and PLGA179 are attractive
as materials for optical waveguides and fibers for the purpose of
neural modulation or monitoring based on mechanisms
described previously.118 These materials either contain or
form ester bonds that are cleavable by hydrolysis as the basis
for their degradability in biofluids. For silk fibroin, the peptide
bonds themselves are water-soluble via hydrolysis. One example
uses PLGA optical fibers (150 μm diameter, n = 1.5) with thin
bioresorbable encapsulation layers of SiO2 (50 nm thick, n =
1.45) to augment light confinement for monitoring of neural
activity (Figure 7j).179 The optical transparency of the PLGA
fiber gradually decreases when it is exposed to physiological
conditions, and the fiber disappears without a trace as it dissolves
into lactide and glycolide, species that subsequently metabolize
and clear from the body. Additional bioresorbable optical
components include tricolor photodetectors based on SiNMs
(1.5 μm thick) with n- and p-doped regions (1018 cm−3 doping
concentrations) and aligned optical filters based on alternating
stacks of SiOx (54 nm thick) and SiNy (85 nm thick). SiOx and
SiNy dissolve by hydrolysis according to SiO2 + H2O →
Si(OH)4 and Si3N4 + 6H2O → 3SiO2 + 4NH3 respectively.

118

In related demonstrations, strands of PLLA (n = 1.47) formed
by thermal drawing yield highly flexible (1.5× 104 N/m bending
stiffness) and transparent (over 90% at visible light) types of
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optical fibers (200 μm diameter). During hydrolysis, cleavage of
ester bonds yields lactic acid, which is abundant in the body and
is cleared by the tricarboxylic acid cycle.118,180 In studies that
involve monitoring of neural activity by measuring fluorescence
in the brain of a rodent model, these implanted PLLA fibers
completely resorb after 60 days (Figure 7k).178

In addition to thermal drawing, 3D printing techniques can
form relevant bioresorbable optical structures. In one case,
extrusion based 3D printing yields optical waveguides of

poly(D,L-lactide-co-caprolactone) (PLA-co-PCL; n = 1.46, 300
μm diameter)181 that support 10 and 20 cm penetration depths
for light with wavelengths of 405 and 520 nm, respectively. An in
vitro experiment demonstrates the ability of such waveguides to
deliver 405 nm light within porcine tissue (8 cm thick).
Recent work also illustrates the possibility for bioresorbable

LEDs, as alternatives to the nonresorbable light sources
described previously.182 Specifically, n-type ZnO(001) films
(200 nm thick) grown on Si substrates through pulsed laser

Figure 8. Pharmacological interfaces. (a−d) Nano/microstructured materials. (a) SEM image of a capillary with a W electrode and two BS channels.
Magnified view of the tip (right inset). (b) Experimental setup integrated with a head stage for a nonhuman primate (left) and magnetic resonance
image (MRI) indicating the location of the capillary for infusion and recording (right).193 Reproduced with permission from ref 193. Copyright 2018
American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) SEM image of a BS capillary (left) to collect samples of ISF and ex vivo histological tissue
slice derived from a rodent brain showing infusion of trypan blue (right). (d) Schematic illustration of a membrane-free biochemical sampling platform
designed to interface with the rodent brain.192 Reproduced with permission from ref 192. Copyright 2020 American Association for the Advancement
of Science. (e−g) Stretchable materials. (e) Optical (left) and SEM (right) images of a soft, compliant probe with microfluidic channels. (f) First
(yellow) and second (green) release of drugs into a brain phantom, demonstrating the ability to refill and reuse the system.196 Reproduced with
permission from ref 196. Copyright 2019 National Academy of Sciences. (g) Optical image of an optofluidic cuff system for wireless optogenetic and
pharmacological neuromodulation of peripheral nerves (top). Magnified image of microfluidic drug delivery (bottom left) and demonstration of
integration onto the sciatic nerve (bottom right).197 Reproduced with permission from ref 197. Copyright 2019 American Association for the
Advancement of Science. (h−k) Bioresorbable materials. (h) Illustration of a bifacial, BEP conformally adhered on the brain surface (left; top) and
diffusion of drug from the BEP (left; bottom). Constituent materials of the BEP and their hydrolysis products associated with bioresorbability (right).
(i) Surgery for intracranial BEP implantation (left) and at 10 weeks after implantation (right).124 Reproduced with permission from ref 124. Copyright
2019 Springer Nature. (j) Illustration of a wirelessly controlled drug delivery system built with Mg and polyanhydride for pharmacological release at a
targeted site (left) and a photograph showing the implantation procedure of the system (right). (k) Sequential images of dissolution of an entire system
immersed in PBS.198 Reproduced with permission from ref 198. Copyright 2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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deposition (PLD) form the active semiconducting and light
emitting components of the devices. The ZnO directly degrades
into water-soluble Zn2+ through hydrolysis (ZnO + H2O →
Zn(OH)2 or ZnO + H2O → Zn2++2OH−).118 Thin (15 nm
thick) insulating layers of SiO2 deposited onto the ZnO expose a
20 × 20 μm2 active area. Deposition of a transparent Mo
electrode on one side (8 nm thick) and a W electrode on the
other (100 nm thick) yields complete devices. Interference
effects associated with SiNMs form the basis of optical filters
with thicknesses of 85, 62, and 42 nm to allow for selective
emission of red, green, and blue light from these LEDs,
respectively. This type of bioresorbable device may serve as the
basis for temporary optical interface modulators for various
experiments that use optogenetic methods or genetically
encoded indicators.

2.3. Pharmacological Techniques

Pharmacological techniques represent some of the oldest
approaches to neuromodulation, with applications that range
from controlling seizures, pain responses, and depression to
inducing deep brain stimulation.183,184 These methods enhance
or moderate activities at targeted chemical junctions in
endogenous systems through oral, intravenous, or intramuscular
methods. Traditional pharmacologic approaches depend on
systemic drug administration, resulting in broad drug distribu-
tion through the body with consequently increased risk for
undesired outcomes and side effects such as off-target cellular or
tissue responses.
Platforms capable of targeting subpopulations of neural

circuits within sub cubic millimeter volumes are of interest for
spatially precise pharmacological delivery, using small, con-
trolled dosing strategies.185 To meet these needs, recent work
focuses on the development of miniaturized, microfluidic neural
probes186,187 and implantable drug chambers.188 When
combined with wirelessly programmable control modules,
such systems have strong potential not only as neural interfaces
but also as advanced treatment protocols for hormonal
imbalances, diabetic conditions, cancers, and others.189,190

A complementary use of related technologies focuses on the
collection of brain interstitial fluid (ISF) for neurochemical
sampling and analysis to assess neurological function. Micro-
dialysis can be implemented with microfluidic channels for
analysis of composition, concentration, and distribution of
neurochemicals.191,192 The following approaches highlight
progress in these injectable or implantable types of devices
(i.e., microfluidic probes or miniaturized drug reservoirs) with
an emphasis on the essential roles of the categories of materials
outlined in previous sections.
2.3.1. Nano/Microstructured Materials. Nano/microp-

robes enable local intracerebral drug injection with minimized
invasiveness (200 μm diameter). One such platform enables
delivery into the deep brain for modulating behavioral and acute
electrophysiological effects in small (rodent) and large (nonhu-
man primate) animal models, with capabilities in simultaneous
recording of EEG activity through a W electrode (75 μm
diameter).193 Here, a stainless steel (SS) needle (200 μm outer
diameter (o.d.), 150 μm inner diameter (i.d.)), integrated with
two borosilicate (BS) channels (20 μm i.d.), and a W electrode
(75 μm diameter) support pharmacological drug delivery and
neural activity recording, respectively (Figure 8a,b). As
implanted into the brain, this system allows remotely controlled,
on-demand drug infusion (muscimol, 100 nL/min) to the
substantia nigra through an externally connected wireless pump,

causing Parkinsonian behavior (e.g., preferential ipsilateral
rotation) in freely behaving, awake rats. Eliminating the needle
(PI shell 160 μm o.d., 130 μm i.d., two BS channels inside),
reduces the thickness and increases the flexibility (critical
buckling loads (Pcr) of SS = 1.785 N, Pcr of PI = 31.2 mN), as
demonstrated by dosing drugs into brain microstructures to
modulate behavioral effects in a volume-dependent manner.194

This type of microprobe can be independently inserted into
areas such as the substantia nigra, with multiple fluidic lumens in
a submillimeter footprint, thereby controlling the dynamics of
deep brain infusions as well as the distinct diffusion kinetics of
three different chemicals: unbound radioactive copper-64, 64Cu
functionalized with polyethylene glycol (PEG-64Cu), and 2-
deoxy-2-(18F)fluoro-D-glucose (FDG). A similar platform based
on a BS capillary (60 μm o.d., 20 μm i.d.) with an asymmetric tip
geometry improves the accuracy and reliability of implantation
by incorporating steering capabilities.195 The polished capillary
tip offers a large bevel angle (50°, 30° in general for effortless
insertion193), to yield a net lateral force on the needle that is
proportional to the sine of this angle. This force produces a
curved trajectory upon insertion into soft media, allowing for
guided insertion to specific locations without the need for guide
tubes.
Emerging work in microfluidic neural interfaces exploits

microdialysis techniques for neurochemical sampling as well as
drug delivery into specific brain regions, while minimizing large-
scale tissue damage and immune responses. Recently reported
nanofluidic platforms with extremely fine probes can reduce
extraction losses during sampling from brain tissues.192 In one
case the probe consists of a borosilicate capillary (80 μm o.d., 50
μm i.d.) directly inserted into a styrene ethylene butylene
styrene (SEBS) pumping tube (1 mm o.d., 100 μm i.d.; Figure
8c), driving bidirectional fluid flow in both infusion (single
stroke volumes, <3 nL) and sampling modes (<100 nL/min;
Figure 8d). This platform samples electroneutral neuro-
chemicals with minimal dead volume (<30 nL).

2.3.2. Stretchable and Compliant Materials. Sharp and
stiff platforms such as those described in section 2.3.1 provide
spatially accurate delivery for drugs to the targeting areas, but
with disadvantages (i.e., chronic inflammation, neuronal
necrosis) similar to those highlighted in discussions of
electrical/electrochemical and optical interfaces due to the
modulus mismatch with surrounding tissues. Compliant
materials as microfluidic interfaces and stretchable pharmaco-
logical vehicles as optofluidic platforms are relevant in this
context.
Figure 8e shows the design of a battery-free, lightweight (0.29

g) optofluidic device that incorporates a thin (∼100 μm thick)
and soft (∼3 MPa in modulus) microfluidic probe fabricated by
soft lithography in the form of two thin, narrow pieces of PDMS
that define a set of microchannels (∼30× 30 μm2 cross-sectional
area).196 The system consists of a micropumping chamber with
interdigitated electrodes (Au/Cu; ∼50 μm width, 200 nm/18
μm thick, ∼50 μm spacing) and a drug reservoir, both milled
from a block of cyclic olefin polymer (1 mm thick), selected for
low water absorption (<0.01%), water vapor permeability
(0.045 g·mm/m2·day), and resistance to various solvents. An
expandable membrane of polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-
block-polystyrene (SBS; ∼150 μm thick) with a combination
of soft mechanical characteristics (∼13 MPa modulus) and
effective barrier properties (water permeability; 8.52 × 10−8 g·
m/m2·h·Pa) locates between the reservoir (top) and the
electrochemical micropump (bottom). Pressure induced by
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remotely controlled electrolysis (i.e., release of oxygen and
hydrogen gas) deforms the membrane, thereby driving the flow
of pharmacological agents out of the reservoir to the targeted
area through the microchannel. Multiple refilling ports on the
sides of the reservoirs allow sequential releasing events of drugs
(Figure 8f) such as the μ (mu) opioid receptor agonist (D-
Ala2,NMe-Phe4,Gly-ol5)-enkephalin (DAMGO) and the N-
methlyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist (2R)-amino-
5-phosphonovaleric acid (AP5).
A related system involves a stretchable neural cuff with

microfluidic channels and associated battery-free operated
optoelectronics as a combined optical and pharmacological
interface (Figure 8g).197 The microchannels (∼3MPa modulus,
200 μm thick, ∼ 30 × 30 μm2 cross-sectional area) connect to
drug reservoirs on one side and terminate at an outlet integrated
into a cuff structure on the other. The system minimizes effects
on nerve health through materials that have mechanical
properties comparable to those of peripheral nerve tissue
(sciatic nerve modulus, ∼7 MPa). The serpentine shape of the
PI filament that connects the cuff to the reservoirs enables
mechanical stretching (∼15−20%) to accommodate natural
tissue movements. These soft and stretchable devices remain in
position without signs of damage to the nerves for 10 weeks post
implantation in freely moving animals.
2.3.3. Bioresorbable Materials. Progress in bioresorbable

platforms creates opportunities in the development of on-
demand release systems that disappear by resorption after
depletion of the drug reservoirs. Advanced platforms allow for

programmable, wireless control. In one case, a flexible, tacky,
and bioresorbable electronic patch (BEP) integrated with
wireless electronics enables controlled intracranial drug delivery
to brain tumors through mild thermic actuation.124 This drug
loaded BEP uses fully hydrolytic materials such as PLA
(encapsulant), PLGA (dielectric layer), Mg (electrode) and
oxidized starch (OST; reservoir) stacked into three functional
layers to form a wireless temperature sensor (top), a wireless
heater (middle), and a drug reservoir (bottom) for doxorubicin
(Figure 8h). Application of an RF field to the heater wirelessly
initiates drug release from the reservoir, thereby accelerating
intercellular drug diffusion and enhancing the drug penetration
depth. The flexibility of the BEP enables conformal adhesion to
the curved surface of the brain, minimizing neurological side
effects caused by rigid intracranial implants.171 In addition, the
bifacial design of the hydrophilic bottom (i.e., OST) and
hydrophobic top (i.e., PLA) regions provides strong adhesion
between the BEP and brain surface due to the imine conjugation
resulting in low drug leakage to other regions and highly efficient
drug delivery. Implantation of the device in a canine brain
demonstrates dissolution without any debris or clinical side
effects within 10 weeks (Figure 8i), corresponding to the entire
duration of in vivo drug release.
A recent study describes an advanced system that consists of a

wirelessly programmable bioresorbable device for controlled
release across multiple, independent drug chambers.198 The
platform consists of a UV-curable, bioresorbable polyanhydride
(PA) containment vessel for one or multiple different types of

Figure 9. Multimodal interfaces. (a−c) Electrical sensing and optofluidic modulation system. (a) Schematic diagram and (b) optical image of the
components including a shank array, microfluidic mixer and inlet, and optical fiber before device assembly. The inset shows the probe tip with outlet,
waveguide, and microelectrodes. (c) Schematic image of a multifunctional multishank MEMS neural probe inserted into the hippocampus of mice.200

Reproduced with permission from ref 200. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (d−f) Flexible electrical sensing and optical and pharmacological
modulating interface. (d) Illustration of the fiber drawing process (left). Optical image of a bundle of fiber (top right). Cross-sectional microscopic
image of the multimodal fiber consisting of graphite as electrodes, polycarbonate (PC) as a waveguide, and microchannels (bottom right).201

Reproduced with permission from ref 201. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (e) Photograph of a multimodal fiber probe fitted with an optical ferrule,
electrical connector, and an injection tube. (f)Mouse implanted with a multifunctional probe.202 Reproduced with permission from ref 202. Copyright
2015 Springer Nature. (g, h) Soft, electrical sensing and pharmacological modulating interface. (g) Optical image of an e-dura implant consisting of
elastomeric PDMS substrate, microfluidic channel for drug delivery, Au film as interconnect, and Pt microparticle−PDMS composite electrodes. (h)
Schematic illustration and optical image of a rat with e-dura on the spinal cord.113 Reproduced with permission from ref 113. Copyright 2015 American
Association for the Advancement of Science. (i−m) Wireless optofluidic system. (i) Soft, compliant device integrated with multiple μ-ILEDs and μ-
fluidic channels. (j) Schematic diagram of the assembly of a soft microfluidic probe consisting of thin, molded (bottom), and unmolded (top) layers of
PDMS and resultant four separately addressable microfluidic channels. (k) Schematic diagram of the integration of a soft microfluidic probe with a
flexible array of μ-ILEDs and metal interconnect traces on a film of PET. (l) Optical images that show delivery of different liquids (aqueous solutions
with red, yellow, blue, and green dyes) through four individual microfluidic channels with magnified view. (m) Images of a wireless optofluidic device
implanted in a freely behaving rat.203 Reproduced with permission from ref 203. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.
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drugs, two Mg electrodes assembled within the PA housing as
valves that can be opened through electrochemical crevice
corrosion, and a wireless power harvester based on aMg coil and
a Si rectifying diode (Figure 8j). The delivery process initiates
through an overpotential (bias) from the harvester that
generates a bias between the electrodes (anode (gate) and
cathode) and subsequent irreversible Faradaic reactions in the
anode during exposure to surrounding biofluids. This reaction
(i.e., Mg → Mg2+ + 2e−) opens the valves and results in the
release of drugs (e.g., lidocaine, insulin) from the reservoirs
(Figure 8k). Exploiting this scheme (i.e., crevice corrosion)
using metal gates with various shapes and sizes allows the
delivery of effective doses to target tissues with desired kinetics.
In one demonstration as a neural interface, programmed release
allows for directional and localized pharmacological delivery of
lidocaine to the sciatic nerve for local pain relief.199 The entire
system disappears completely and naturally in the body without
residues through hydrolysis. As an alternative to the PA-based
containment vessel, a similar type of bioresorbable electronic
implant uses lipid membranes as a drug reservoir. The lipid
membranes embedded with multiple types of drugs (para-
thyroid hormone (1−34), dextran, and doxorubicin) exhibit
negligible leakage in the off state and release drugs on demand
through externally triggered thermal actuation via Joule heating
of 15-μm-thickMo-based serpentine resistors over the transition
temperature of the lipid membranes (41 °C).63

2.4. Multimodal Interfaces

The various materials and structures outlined in the previous
sections can be combined into multimodal neural interfaces. For
instance, the multishank microelectromechanical system
(MEMS) probe in Figure 9a−c represents an example that
supports optical and pharmacological modulation with electro-
physiological sensing. The system integrates an optical wave-
guide structure fabricated by using photodefinable epoxy (40 ×
15 μm2 cross-sectional area, n = 1.54) and three microfluidic
channels (10 × 12 μm2 cross-sectional area), along with 32 Ir
microelectrodes (four shanks, eight electrodes each; average
impedance, 0.665 MΩ at 1 kHz). As an illustration, the probe
can implant into transgenic mouse models expressing ChR2 in a
recognized trisynaptic circuit in the hippocampus known as the
CA3−CA1 region to investigate the functional connectivity in
the intact brain. Blue light (473 nm, 1 Hz with a 50% duty cycle,
167 mW/mm2 with a total power of 100 μW) delivered through
the optical waveguide modulates CA3 neurons, while simulta-
neous recordings of neural signals from the 32 electrodes reveal
optically evoked CA3 and CA1 spikes synchronized with the
CA3 signals. Chemical modulation includes the delivery of the
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid
(AMPA) receptor antagonist cyanquixaline (CNQX) and the
NMDA receptor antagonist AP5 through the microchannels to
CA1 neurons. The antagonists block the synaptic transmission
even as CA3 neurons are optically stimulated, thereby
demonstrating suppressed neural activity and the system’s
multimodality.200

As examples of mechanically flexible multimodal neural
interfaces, extensions of the previously described thermal
drawing process can create complex, multimaterial fibers for
monitoring electrical activity and for simultaneous optical and
pharmacological modulation.201,202 In one case, PC (n = 1.586,
glass transition temperature (Tg) = 150 °C), COC (n = 1.53, Tg
= 158 °C), and a customized graphite composite comprised of
conductive polyethylene (CPE) and 5% graphite (sheet

resistance = 0.8 kΩ/sq, melting temperature (Tm) ∼ 123 °C)
combine into a preform to yield fibers after drawing (Figure 9d−
f). The resultant flexible (bending stiffness = 76.1−83.5 N/m)
fibers incorporate low-impedance electrodes (0.6 MΩ impe-
dance at 1 kHz, 20−25 μm size), a microfluidic channel (∼15
μm diameter), and an optical waveguide (∼68 μm diameter).
Implantation into the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) of
mouse models allows monitoring of electrical activity and
controlled pharmacological and optogenetic modulation of the
brains of mice. The integrated microfluidic channels deliver an
adeno-associated virus (AAV, serotype 5) carrying the gene for
ChR2 fused to the enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (eYFP)
under the excitatory neuronal promoter calmodulin kinase II α-
subunit (AAV5-CaMKIIα::ChR2-eYFP), resulting in robust
ChR2 expression in the mPFC during optical stimulation (473
nm). Eleven days after virus injection, electrophysiological
signals recorded following optogenetic modulation (10 Hz, 8.6
mW/mm2, 5 ms pulse width) indicate that the amplitude and
expression periods of optically evoked signals increase at larger
optical powers.201

A soft and stretchable platform for sensing and modulating,
known as electronic dura mater (e-dura, Figure 9g,h) as
introduced previously, uses a silicone substrate (PDMS, 120 μm
thick, 3 MPa), Pt−PDMS composite electrodes (300 μm
diameter, 5 kΩ at 1 kHz), stretchable gold interconnects (35 nm
thick), and microfluidic channels (100 × 50 μm2 cross-sectional
area) as an electrical and pharmacological interface to the brains
and spinal cords of rodents. The system has an effective modulus
of∼1.2MPa and an elastic response to strain of up to 45%. A 3×
3 e-dura electrode array exhibits its electrical sensing capability
by optically monitoring evoked electrical activity from themotor
cortex of mice expressing ChR2. E-dura chronically implanted
over spinal tissues in mice with electrical and pharmacological
modulation functions restore locomotion after spinal cord
injury. Injecting serotonergic replacement therapy (5HT1A/7
and 5HT2 agonists) and applying continuous electrical
stimulation on the lateral aspect of L2 and S1 segments (40
Hz, 0.2 ms, 50−150 μA) enables paralyzed rats to walk.113

In addition to these tethered, flexible and stretchable
modulating systems, wireless and fully implantable neural
interfaces can be realized, for unconstrained freedom of
movement in animal models. Minimizing the influence of
devices on motion in animal studies can enhance experimental
reproducibility and reduce unintentional interactions with
surrounding environments. Figure 9i−m outlines an in vivo
implementation of a wireless optofluidic modulation system of
this type. Here, ultrathin (∼50 μm thick) and mechanically soft
(∼1 MPa modulus; 13−18 N/m bending stiffness) PDMS
structures definemultiple channels as the basis of an implantable
neural probe integrated with a wireless communication system
in a compact, head-mounted device. A key feature is a soft
microfluidic structure formed with thin pieces of PDMS bonded
together to form a set of four channels (10 × 10 μm2 cross-
sectional area; Figure 9j). Each channel connects to a separate
reservoir, and drug delivery occurs by wirelessly activating
microscale Joule heating elements (serpentine traces of Au 250
nm thick, 125Ω in resistance) up to 80 °C, resulting in pressure
changes in the reservoir induced by rapid volume expansion of
expandable hollow microspheres (Expancel 980 DU 120) that
encapsulate hydrocarbon gas. This optoelectronic technology
integrates μ-ILEDs (100 × 100 μm2 dimensions and 6.54 μm
thick) to provide spatially and temporally precise delivery of
light adjacent to the outlets of the microfluidic channels. The
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system offers stable, long-term operation in various behavioral
experiments when implanted into rats.203

Another wirelessly operated multimodal interface includes
optogenetic modulation as its basic function, but it can be
configured with an electrochemical sensor204 or photodiode205

as additional functionalities for detecting optically evoked
catecholamines or monitoring fluorescence, respectively.
When implanted into freely moving transgenic mice expressing
ChR2, these devices offer various multimodal functions. A
PEDOT:PSS-based amperometric electrochemical sensor mon-
itors dopamine fluctuations induced by optical modulation
(detection sensitivity of∼0.06 nA/μM) with a constant forward
bias of 0.6 V, while the reference electrode (RE) and the counter
electrode (CE) use standard Ag/AgCl wires and SS screws,
respectively.204 The interface incorporates μ-ILEDs (470 nm
wavelength) matched to a fluorescence excitation source
compatible with many GECIs and a gallium arsenide (GaAs)
based μ-IPD with a narrow band molecular absorber based
optical filter (photon absorption from 465 to 490 nm). The
system captures Ca2+ transients corresponding to dynamic
neural activity in deep brain structures in freely moving animals
expressing GCaMP6 (maximum fluorescence emission wave-
length 520 nm).205 This device is battery-powered and weighs
∼1.8 g.203 Eliminating the battery and related components can
reduce the total weight of the system to a small fraction of a gram
(∼0.2 g) to thereby decrease the behavioral constraints
associated with the weight of the battery.196 As advanced
wireless systems, magnetic resonant coupling schemes at 13.56
MHz described previously provide wireless sources of power for
pharmacological and optogenetic modulation in vivo.
The most sophisticated demonstrations of these ideas in

lightweight, wireless systems are in fully implantable closed-loop
devices that control organ function. A recent report describes a
multimodal technology that monitors the filling of the bladder
with a strain gauge and optically modulates its behavior through
optogenetic mechanisms as needed to eliminate overactivity.64

This system uses a thin layer of silicone elastomer doped with
carbon black (15 μm thick, 0.3 MΩ in impedance) as a resistive
strain gauge to identify signs of abnormal activity by monitoring
the time dependent changes in the radius of the bladder of a
mouse model. Upon detection of abnormal voiding events, the
system initiates optical stimulation using green μ-ILEDs (540
nm wavelength) to modulate transgenic bladder cells via
optogenetics to restore normal function. Many examples of
closed-loop control based on electrophysiological sensing
include deep brain stimulation (DBS) with feedback that relies
on measurements of electrical activity of the brain.21

3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL NEURAL INTERFACES

One of the most active frontier areas in neural interfaces focuses
on exploiting the advanced materials and approaches described
previously in systems that have 3D architectures. The results
offer the potential for functional integration over volumetric
spaces, as opposed to surfaces, via sheets or cylindrical cuffs, or at
isolated depths, via penetrating probes. Two-photon206,207 or
three-photon208,209 optical stimulation and imaging techniques
are powerful options in this context, as illustrated in the 3D
image of a mouse brain with GCaMP6s-stained neurons, blood
vessels (Texas Red), and third harmonic generation (THG;
representing red blood cells and myelin) upon 1340 nm
excitation, in Figure 10a. These optical setups can probe and
modulate neural activity at desired positions beneath the dura in
vivo, down to 1200 μm from the brain surface.209 Such methods
are important, but they cannot provide the full range of
electrical, electrochemical, optical, and microfluidic options
provided by interfaces that use materials and physical structures.
Certain schemes for 3D integration use scaled versions of

penetrating probes, like those introduced in previous sections,
such as bundled arrays of microwire-based electrode probes
connected to CMOS electronics.210,211 For example, the latest
multisite silicon probes (Figure 10b; Neuropixels 2.0 probe)

Figure 10. Examples of 3D neural interfaces to the brain. (a) Multicolor three-photon fluorescence imaging deep in the mouse brain. GCaMP6s-
labeled neurons (green), Texas Red labeled blood vessels (red), and THG (blue) upon 1340 nm excitation. (left) Z-stack images down to 1200 μm
from the brain surface. The images correspond to locations into the depth at 4 μm steps. (top right) Activity recording site at 750 μmbeneath the dura.
(bottom right) Spontaneous brain activity traces recorded in an awake mouse from the labeled neurons.209 Reproduced with permission from ref 209.
Copyright 2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) Miniaturized high-density probe with 10 240 recording sites. (top)
Schematic illustration of two implanted Neuropixel 2.0 probes at the right and left hemispheres of mouse brain and representative raster plots showing
spikes recorded on 6144 of the 10 240 sites at the depth along the probe. (bottom) Schematic illustration of Neuropixel 2.0 probe.212 Reproduced with
permission from ref 212. Copyright 2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Robot assisted brain−machine interface with
thousands of channels. (top) Optical image of the cortical surface with implanted threads. (bottom left) Representative neural signals from a single
channel and (bottom right) superimposed waveforms from a rat.213 From ref 213. CC BY 4.0. (d) Bioinspired neuronlike electronics (NeuE). (left)
Fluorescence image of a neuron (green) and polymer layer (red) 6 weeks postimplantation into a mouse. (top right) Bending stiffness of axons, NeuE
and previously reported mesh electronics. (bottom right) Normalized DCX+ levels indicative of newborn neuron intensity at 0−20 μmnear the NeuE
or 20 μm mesh (normalized against baseline values remote to the probe).214 Reproduced with permission from ref 214. Copyright 2019 Springer
Nature.
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offer 1280 recording sites (TiN electrodes, each 12 × 12 μm2

area; impedance, 148 kΩ at 1 kHz) distributed along the length
of a single probe, with supporting complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) electronics and with long-term (8
weeks), stable operation in vivo.212 Simultaneous use of multiple
probes of these types begins to achieve some level of 3D
integration. In one example, a linearized collection of four
probes mounted on a single planar substrate (each 10 mm long,
70 × 24 μm2 cross-sectional area) can, with a miniaturized,
lightweight (1.1 g) headstage, record from over 5000 sites in
freely moving animals. A pair of such systems allows
simultaneous sampling of activity from the right and left
hemispheres of the brains of mousemodels, with 5120 sites from
each hemisphere, for a total of 10 240.
Related approaches exploit arrays of passive electrodes on

flexible, filamentary polymeric probes (4−6 μm thick; 20 mm
long; 32 electrodes per thread), as illustrated in Figure 10c. An
automated surgical robot inserts each probe into locations that
avoid damage to blood vessels, at scales that allow monitoring
from up to 3000 channels with Au electrodes coated with
PEDOT:PSS (14 × 25 μm2 area; average impedance, 37 kΩ at 1
kHz) in freelymoving rats.213 Further scaled versions of this type

of approach involve probes with subcellular structural features
and mechanical properties that resemble those of neurons.
These bioinspired neuronlike electronics (NeuE) induce
minimal neuronal loss and neuroinflammation while exhibiting
structurally (bending stiffness, 2.0 × 10−9 N m2) and
functionally (Pt electrodes; impedance, 0.6 MΩ at 1 kHz)
stable interfaces for more than 3 months (Figure 10d).214

Although these platforms have demonstrated important modes
of use and their utility can, in principle, extend beyond electrical
interfaces, they support only limited levels of 3D integration.
Ideas that allow functionality to be distributed in arbitrary ways
across a 3D space to capture the networked activity of the brain
are, in general, preferred.
Opportunities in 3D neural interfaces extend beyond animal

models to include human patients as well, although additional
work is necessary to address the many risk factors. In this
respect, 3D neural interfaces to 3D cultures of hiPSCs,
sometimes known as organoids, are important. Recent advances
in hiPSC development and tissue engineering establish routes to
3D biological constructs with anatomical and functional
characteristics approaching those of human organs and with
features that cannot be observed with animal models. As

Figure 11. Three-dimensional assembly methods and associated neural interfacing modes. Network diagram highlighting the relationship between
various assembly methods and associated interfacing modes. Probe arrays, mesh structure, 3D printing, self-rolled or self-folded, and mechanically
guided assembly serve as diverse approaches to build sensing and modulation interfaces in tissue penetrating, embedding, and surrounding modes of
interfacing to neural tissues.
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explained in the Introduction, conventional in vitro neural
interfaces such as patch clamps,35,36 probe shanks,40,215 and
multielectrode arrays (MEAs)33,34 have limited functional
applicability to such 3D culture systems due to their 2D
formats. Themost important historical example of in vitro neural
interfaces involves the patch clamp system216 for monitoring
individual cells. Advanced platforms that use CMOS tech-
nologies as the basis for high resolutionMEAs217 offer important
capabilities in recording subcellular neural activity and
associated networks that form in cultures of cortical neurons.
Recent form factors inMEAs include vertical nanowire electrode
arrays (VNEAs) to allow for intracellular neural recordings from
cells cultured on top.218−220 Exploiting these and other advances
in 3D architectures defines an important future in neural
interface development, as outlined in the following sections.
3.1. Advanced Routes to 3D Structures

The network diagram in Figure 11 summarizes emerging
technologies that form neural interfaces with 3D geometries. For
instance, microfabricated filamentary probes in rigid or soft
formats can penetrate the brains of animal models, as described
in the examples of the previous section. These types of probes
can, in principle, be used as supports for μ-ILEDs, microfluidic
channels, or electrochemical sensors for multifunctional plat-
forms. Other schemes involve culturing 2D sheets of stem cells
onto open mesh nanoelectronic structures, to yield electrodes
embedded directly into 3D tissues as organoids self-assemble
through organogenesis. Three-dimensional printing allows for
precise layer-by-layer arrangements of combinations of bio-
compatible polymers, composite metamaterials, and even living
cells into volumetric structures. Folding and rolling deforma-
tions that leverage effects such as strain mismatch between

disparate layers can serve as a form of origami inspired 3D self-
assembly for biointegration. Here, soft tissues can be placed onto
2D precursors that then roll, fold, or otherwise deform to wrap
the technology around these tissues. One of the most
sophisticated approaches uses mechanically guided assembly
for precisely controlled 3D transformations to access geometries
beyond cylinders and conical shapes. Here, the 2D precursors
move into 3D shapes via the action of stresses imposed on them
by an elastomeric substrate. The following sections introduce
these schemes and the latest results that exploit them in 3D
neural interfaces for biological systems, including 3D cell
cultures and engineered tissues.

3.1.1. Three-Dimensional Printing. Three-dimensional
printing can create diverse structures in a variety of polymers,
ceramics, metals, and other classes of materials.221−223 For
applications directly relevant to biointerfaces, biomaterial resins
(bioresins) and inks (bioinks) comprised of combinations of
biocompatible synthetic polymers (e.g., PEG, silicone elasto-
mers, PCL) with natural polymers/proteins (e.g., alginate,
collagen, fibrinogen, agarose, gelatin, growth factors) and living
cells224 are particularly important. Known as 3D bioprinting,
these techniques and materials provide access to 3D constructs
as bionic organ models,225−230 bioprosthetics,231,232 tissue-
engineered bones,233,234 and vascular networks,235,236 among
others. Three-dimensional printing methods can be broadly
divided into light- and ink-based approaches, described in the
following.
Light projection or laser scanning techniques offer the highest

resolution, typically with photocurable resins (stereolithography
(SLA), two-photon/multiphoton polymerization (TPP), xolog-
raphy237). SLA involves a bath of photoactive monomers,

Figure 12. Examples of 3D assembly methods. (a−d) Three-dimensionally printed complex 3D architectures. (a) Microscale metamaterials prepared
by large area projectionmicrostereolithography.240 Reproduced with permission from ref 240. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (b) Optical image of a
3D-printed hydrogel-based distal lung subunit.243 Reproduced with permission from ref 243. Copyright 2019 American Association for the
Advancement of Science. (c) Schematic illustration of dual-material printing using a collagen ink and a cell ink. (d) Optical image of a 3D-printed
ventricle.257 Reproduced with permission from ref 257. Copyright 2019 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (e−h) Self-folded and
self-rolled 3D structures. (e) Self-folded microstructure connected by solder hinges.259 Reproduced with permission from ref 259. Copyright 2011
National Academy of Sciences. (f) SEM image of the cross-sectional area of the Si−Ge microbattery.261 Reproduced with permission from ref 261.
Copyright 2020Wiley-VCHVerlag GmbH&Co. KGaA. (g) Array of self-assembled IGZO transistors, logic elements, and amplifiers (left). Magnified
image (right) of self-rolled electronics.269 Reproduced with permission from ref 269. Copyright 2015 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (h)
Array of self-rolled 3D microstructures.260 Reproduced with permission from ref 260. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature. (i−k) Deterministic
mechanically guided complex 3D architectures. (i) Three-dimensional single-helical silicon coil (left) and corresponding FEA prediction (right).281

Reproduced with permission from ref 281. Copyright 2015 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (j) Compliant 3D mesostructures
to precisely evaluate the mechanical characteristics of organoids.293 Reproduced with permission from ref 293. Copyright 2021 Wiley-VCH Verlag
GmbH& Co. KGaA. (k) Two configurations of 3D microelectronic devices by multistable buckling mechanics.294 Reproduced with permission from
ref 294. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature.
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oligomers, and catalysts that undergo local photopolymerization
and cross-linking across a near-surface region. Sequential
application of this process yields desired 3D structures. The
latest versions of this method use digital light processors
(DLPs)238 and gas-permeable windows to prevent curing at the
exposure interface, thereby allowing monomers to fill across the
windows as the cured parts move away in a continuous fashion as
part of the 3D fabrication process, known as continuous liquid
interface production (CLIP).239 The resulting polymeric
structures can serve as scaffolds or as sacrificial templates for
other materials. A combination of SLA and DLP techniques,
known as large area projection microstereolithography
(LAPμSL), can yield hierarchical metamaterials with high-
resolution (50−700 nm thick) nanotubes as the base units
(Figure 12a).240 These tubes can also act as the basis for 3D
fluidics platforms that exploit capillary driven flow through
convoluted, branched lattice networks with deterministic
control over multiphase flow, transport, and reaction pro-
cesses.241 As examples of projection-based bioprinting of
biointerfaces, recent reports describe rapid formation of
complex tissuelike constructs (10 s/layer) by projecting 2D
patterns of light (405 nm wavelength) into a rotating cell-laden
bioresin container consisting of gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA)
and lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl-phosphinate (LAP)
as the photoinitiator for free-radical polymerization of the
methacryoyl moieties to print bone models in 12.5 s.242

Other forms of projection SLA allow for complex 3D
structures such as vascular networks integrated into lunglike
(alveolar) models and hydrogel carriers for liver cells.243

Bioresins composed of PEGDA (6 kDa, 20 wt %), LAP as the
photoinitiator, tartrazine as the photoabsorber, and human lung
epithelial cells and fibroblasts (10 × 106 cells/mL) can be
photopatterned using projection SLA to form alveolar models
based on a Weaire−Phelan 3D tessellation with convex
polyhedral base units. The tessellation can be smoothed and
reduced in size into fusions of spheres that resemble native
alveolar air sacs.244 Another meshlike tessellation structure
formed by removing the faces of the polyhedra yields a highly
vascularized, branched vessel network (185 vessel segments, 13
fluidic branch points) reminiscent of the capillaries surrounding
the lung (Figure 12b). The efficiency of intervascular interstitial
transport can be assessed by measuring the delivery of oxygen
from a source vessel to perfused human red blood cells.
Bioprinted vascularized microchannel networks can be seeded
with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs; 10
million cells/mL) and hepatic aggregates (rat primary
hepatocytes, dermal fibroblasts; 45 000 aggregates/mL) sus-
pended within a fibrin hydrogel for implantation into rodent
models with chronic liver injury.243

Alternative photocuring processes use short-pulsed laser
scanning and TPP to yield structures with exceptionally high
spatial resolution (as high as 30 nm), although typically over
relatively small volumes (∼1 cm3).245 Large-area, multibeam
forms of TPP seek to overcome this limitation by use of
diffractive optical elements that split a single excitation beam
into nine beamlets to print, in a parallel fashion, 9 × 9 arrays of
microstructures (450× 450 μm2 total area) simultaneously, with
examples of towers (30 μm height) spaced 50 μm apart stitched
together with walls (27 μm height) as cell scaffolds for HeLa
immortalized cells.246

In general, light-based methods offer exceptional capabilities
in 3D nano/microfabrication, but with stringent materials
requirements in the form of photopolymerizable resins resulting

in thermoset polymers. Thus, overall, SLA-based 3D printing
methods have outstanding potential to rapidly produce high-
resolution constructs, but in terms of bioprinting, challenges in
cell viability (nutrition, oxygen supply), bioresin properties
(structural/printing fidelity), and difficulties with multimaterial
printing processes limit sophisticated examples of biointerface
platforms.247,248

Three-dimensional printing methods that use nozzles and
inks bypass these material constraints. The inks in these cases
span polymeric or particulate species tailored with rheological
properties (viscosity, surface tension, shear yield stress, shear
elastic and loss moduli) optimized for either droplet-based or
filament-based schemes.221,222 Droplet-based methods, such as
direct inkjet printing, rely on thermal or acoustic actuation to
create and direct low-viscosity liquid droplets toward a substrate
from a printhead. Sequentially repeating this process can yield
3D structures. By contrast, methods that continuously extrude
soft materials as filaments from fine nozzles provide direct routes
to 3D structures of relevance to biointerfaces, across a wide
variety of compatible materials. Examples range from thermo-
plastic polymers (e.g., acrylonitrile−butadiene−styrene (ABS),
PLA, PC) in techniques that use heating to facilitate the
extrusion, known as fused deposition modeling (FMD), to
viscoelastic materials that undergo shear thinning, for direct ink
writing (DIW). This latter method is particularly attractive due
to its versatility with materials classes,249 multimaterial printing
methods (embedded 3D printing,250 multimaterial−multi-
nozzle 3D printing251), and direct customization with
processing methods (UV LEDs, heaters252) to form 3D
freestanding structures.253 The wide compatibility of a range
of materials is important, where ink formulations can be selected
for high structural fidelity, biocompatibility, cell viability, and
host tissue engraftment, as reviewed in further detail else-
where.224,254,255

As some recent examples that foreshadow opportunities in
neural interfaces, one study describes 3D-printed cardiac
patches and heart models with bioinks engineered from
human or porcine adipose tissue samples.231 The fatty tissue is
decellularized to form a personalized hydrogel with collagenous
nanofibers while the cellular components are reprogrammed
into cardiomyocytes and endothelial cells and mixed into
bioinks that are used to print cardiac patches (2 mm thick) for
transplantation into rodent models. A cellularized and
vascularized heart model (20 mm height, 13 mm diameter)
formed by bioink-based printing exploits a support medium
(alginate microparticles embedded in extracellular polysacchar-
ide gum) that can be safely enzymatically or chemically degraded
for extraction (Figure 12c).
A similar 3D bioprinting technique, referred to as free-form

reversible embedding of suspended hydrogels (FRESH), offers
the possibility of depositing biological hydrogel precursor inks
(e.g., alginate, fibrin, collagen I) into a thermoreversible support
bath consisting of a slurry of gelatin microparticles (65 μm
average diameter) formed by mechanically blending a gelatin
block that melts away at 37 °C.256 A recent extension of this
method, coined FRESH v2.0, can form components of the heart
(ventricle, trileaflet valve, neonatal scale heart model) with a
gelatin slurry support bath created through a coacervation
method to produce microparticles (25 μm average diameter)
that enhance the collagen printing resolution from 200 to 20 μm
diameter filaments. The result allows for biomimetic models of
the heart (Figure 12d), such as a contractile ventricle model
designed as an ellipsoidal shell (6.6 mm maximum outer
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diameter, 8 mm height) FRESH printed with a collagen bioink
and a high-density cellular bioink consisting of human
embryonic stem cell derived cardiomyocytes (hESC-CMs)
and 2% cardiac fibroblasts.257

3.1.2. Self-Folding and Self-Rolling Assembly. As
complements to these schemes for direct patterning, rolling
and/or folding mechanisms allow formation of certain types of
3D architectures from 2D precursors, where transformation
occurs by the action of engineered stresses in thin cantilevers or
sheets. The required forces can arise from three main sources:
capillarity,258−260 thin-film residual stresses,261−265 and active
(i.e., stimuli-responsive) materials.221,266−269 As an example of
the first, heating of a metal solder (e.g., Sn, Pb−Sn) patterned
along lines above its melting point leads to a change of shape to
minimize its surface energy, resulting in folding or locking
processes.270,271 Figure 12e presents a submillimeter-scale
polyhedron created by this type of self-folding assembly with
an algorithmic design.259 Melting of electrodeposited solders
(Pb−Sn; melting temperature 183 °C) on polygonal Ni panels
moves hinges for each panel and results in self-folding at the
edges of the 2D nets to create a self-assembled 3D geometry (1
mm height for the smallest feature). Similarly, water droplets or
liquid polymers can also act as a source of capillary force to lift
2D sheets of SiNMs (1.25 μm thick) into 3D single crystalline
assemblies of various geometries (e.g., tetrahedral pyramid,
sphere).259

Three-dimensional assembly induced by thin-film residual
stresses uses mismatches in mechanical strains of stacked thin
films (e.g., SixNy, ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3, GaAs, Cr, vanadium dioxide
(VO2), germanium (Ge)).221,260,272 Such multilayers can be
prepared on substrates with sacrificial layers that, upon their
removal, lead to self-rolling to form tubular, scroll-like, or
polyhedral geometries. This process can transform micro-
fabricated 2D electronic structures into 3D geometries for
various applications (e.g., energy,261,262 optoelectronics,263,273

electronics,261,263−265 biological studies274−277). Thin, tubular
SiNM-based photodetectors exhibit 1000 times enhancements
in photoresponsivity compared to 2D devices due to light-
trapping effects. One such type of photodetector consists of two
Cr electrodes (25 nm thick) on an SiNM (20 nm thick) with 20-
μm-wide Si channels (20 nm thick) microfabricated on an SiO2
sacrificial layer.273 Microbatteries that exploit Si−Ge compound
rolls in spiral configurations as anodes (60 and 20 nm thick,
respectively with a PAAm supporting layer) are also possible. In
a specific device, a planar Si−Ge layer with a footprint of 24.7
mm2 transforms into a 3D roll (∼1.1 mm2 footprint) to create a
high mass loading (21-fold) of cathode materials (LiMn2O4
powders) and short charge transfer pathways (Figure 12f).261 As
a biological application, self-rolled microtubes (4−5 μm
diameter) allow for aligned growth of hippocampal neurites,
with the ability to construct deterministic neural circuits.275

Although not yet fully explored in neural interfaces, these types
of devices offer interesting possibilities as electrically active
axonal or dendritic conduits.
Structures consisting of bilayer or multilayer heterogeneous

designs can transform into 3D geometries with external
stimulation (e.g., exposure to water, heat) to induce mismatched
strains. The resultant structures can reversibly morph their
shapes (from 2D to 3D or vice versa) in response to changes in
environmental conditions. Representative constituent materials
include hydrogels,269,277 phase-transition materials,260 and
shape-memory polymers (SMPs).278 Figure 12g shows a
hydrogel cuff implant with integrated microelectronic compo-

nents including signal amplifiers and logic circuitry based on
indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) transistors.269 The platform
includes a strained bilayer consisting of active electronic devices
on a PI layer capped with a stimuli-responsive hydrogel based on
N-(2-hydroxyethyl)acrylamide (HEAA) and poly(ethylene-alt-
maleic anhydride) (PEMA) in N,N-dimethylacetamide
(DMAc) (1 μm thick). Changes in solution chemistry or pH
can alter the swelling state of the hydrogel, thereby changing the
overall geometry through rolling. Introduction of isopropanol
(IPA) reverses the process by cleaving the hydrogen bonds in
the hydrogel network, leading to dehydration. The resulting
shrinkage causes the device to unroll, eventually transforming it
back into its planar configuration, in a reversible manner. This
chemical transformation forms the basis of tunable microtubes
ranging from 50 μm to 1 mm in diameter.279

A temperature-responsive alternative involves narrow strips of
Cr (30 nm thick) and thin films of VO2 (∼20 nm thick) on a Si
substrate with a SiO2 sacrificial layer. Selective etching of the
SiO2 layer with hydrofluoric acid releases the Cr/VO2 bilayer
resulting in self-folding into a bent configuration or rolling into a
tubular shape (<30 μm diameter; Figure 12h). The resultant
rolled shape can rapidly (within ∼5 μs) transform into a folded
shape through a thermally induced metal−insulator phase
transition of VO2.

260 Similar transformations can be achieved by
stretching or deforming thin films of SMPs at temperatures
above their characteristic transition, followed by cooling and
release of the applied force.278

3.1.3. Mechanically Guided Assembly. Figure 12i−k
summarizes a relatively recent scheme to create 3D frameworks
through mechanically guided assembly initiated by forces
imparted through a prestrained elastomer substrate. This
method begins with fabrication of a thin 2D precursor structure
on a carrier substrate, followed by release and patterned
chemical functionalization of selected regions on the backside.
Transfer to a prestretched elastomeric substrate leads, upon
contact, to strong chemical bonds at these regions (bonding
sites) and weak, nonspecific adhesion interactions at others.
Relaxing the substrate induces compressive buckling that leads
to geometric transformation into an engineered 3D config-
uration through spatially dependent deformations and in-plane
and out-of-plane translational and rotational motions. Computa-
tional models guide the selection of 2D precursor geometries,
bonding site layouts, and prestrain distributions to realize
desired 3D architectures.
Three-dimensional structures formed in this way can have

diverse functions depending on the layouts and materials in the
2D precursor. The feature sizes can range from the nanoscale to
the macroscale280−282 with materials such as polymers,280,283

metals,284 and semiconductors,281,284,285 either permanent or
bioresorbable.286 Complex circuit traces and associated
active287 and passive285,288 components can be combined in
complex, flexible 3D devices with broad relevance in energy,289

biological,52,290 and biomedical systems.288,291,292 The com-
pressive forces applied by the elastomeric substrate maintain the
3D geometry; specialized materials (e.g., shape memory
polymers (SMPs)283) and approaches that use mechanical
interlocking designs286 allow these 3D structures to be released
from the substrate as freestanding objects.
Figure 12i shows finite element analysis (FEA) simulations

and SEM images of a single helical coil of device-grade
monocrystalline silicon supported by photodefinable epoxy
(SiNM/SU-8, 100 nm/1.2 μm thick), as the potential basis of a
3D electrical neural interface.281 Figure 12j features an optical
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image of 3D mesoscale frameworks and corresponding
computed geometries, as an illustration of the utility of
computationally guided design approaches. These structures
use parylene-C as transparent, biocompatible enclosures to
facilitate probing of the mechanical characteristics of cerebral
organoids (∼2 mm diameter) through nanoindentation,293 the
results of which show systematic variations in elastic modulus
with age (1.5−2 kPa, for 60−100 days; 2−2.5 kPa, for over 100
days). These enclosures can be opened and closed reversibly by
stretching and releasing the elastomer substrate. Such
manipulations allow complex, morphable 3D electronic devices,
as shown in Figure 12k. This example includes an array of four
silicon n-channel metal−oxide−semiconductor field-effect
transistors (n-MOSFETs) with Au electrodes (150 nm thick)
on a PI substrate (2 μm thick) in a 3D tower-shaped structure
with four supporting struts.
The morphing process can convert this shape into a recessed

well configuration,294 as the basis for platforms that can change
dynamically to follow or induce similar dynamic changes in
surrounding biological tissues. As an early example, multiple
hydrogel filaments (poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM)
and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA)) coated
onto 2D precursors transform into 3D geometries to
demonstrate helical 3D ECM models.295 In addition, cellular
migration behaviors, temporal dependencies, and contact
guidance occur after seeding cell cultures (NIH 3T3 fibroblast
and primary rat dorsal root ganglia (DRG)) around microscale
open or complex 3D frameworks.295 Integration of electronics
on this 3D structure enables monitoring of electrical activity
from DRG cells.296 Of note is that other, less well controlled,
changes in the shape of a substrate can induce geometrical
transformations of 2D precursors, as described subsequently
where the substrate itself is a living, growing tissue.

3.2. Implementation of 3D Neural Interfaces

The 3D systems described in the preceding sections have great
potential as 3D neural interfaces when integrated with electronic
circuits, optoelectronic components, microfluidic elements, and
others. Three-dimensional bioprinting of functional materials
integrated with interconnected collections of active elements is
of particular interest. Three-dimensional assembly methods that
exploit 2D-to-3D transformation (e.g., self-rolling and folding,
and mechanically guided assembly) can create complex, and
multifunctional forms of 3D bioelectronics aligned with
capabilities from the semiconductor industry, as tissue

embedding or tissue surrounding interfaces. The following
sections highlight some of the most recent examples, starting
with arrays of penetrating probes and then with 2D tissues
cultured on mesh-type electronics that transform into 3D by
processes of organogenesis. Other 3D demonstrations rely on
self-rolled arrays of multielectrodes that surround cells or 3D
tissues. A final set of illustrations exploits various complex 3D
frameworks. The examples in some cases involve interfaces to
cardiac tissues that likely have neural applicability.

3.2.1. Probe Arrays. Arrays of multicomponent probes
represent one of the most straightforward approaches to 3D
interfaces. Conceptually similar to the “Neuropixel”212 plat-
forms described previously, recent work shows that collections
of 64 microelectrodes integrated onto penetrating probes (35−
60 μm tapered width, 15 μm thick) can capture intercellular
interactions within millimeter-scale 8-month-old organoids in
vitro, as demonstrated by observations of suppressed neural
activity of photosensitive neurons (four out of the 10 8-month-
old organoids) due to illumination of 530 nm light (Figure
13a).40 Figure 13b outlines another example, consisting of an
array of 10 probes (1100 × 90 μm2 area, ∼15 μm thick) each
with 80 electrodes (Pt black; 37 kΩ at 1 kHz; 50 μm diameter),
formed in 2D layouts but designed with polymeric hinges that
can irreversibly deform to create an array of vertical posts. Such
platforms can be used to monitor the neural activity of iPSC
derived neurons and astrocytes embedded in ECM−collagen
hydrogel matrixes (Neucyte; 70:30 glutamate-sensitive to
GABA-responsive neurons, 75:25 neurons to astrocytes ratio)
during growth of neuronal processes.297 Multifunctional probes
(17 recording shanks) with three or four recording micro-
electrodes (Pt black; 20 × 20 μm2 area; 15 kΩ at 1 kHz), an
optical fiber (60 μm diameter, GIF50, Thorlabs), and
pharmacological modulating microfluidic systems (10 × 12
μm2 cross-sectional area) embedded into engineered neural
tissue can precisely monitor and modulate neural activities.
Particularly, interfaces to engineered brain tissue (2.5 × 1.5 ×
0.5 mm3) compartmentalized into two somatic and neurite
regions (middle) allow for monitoring of the temporal evolution
of neural network dynamics during neural development (Figure
13c).55

3.2.2. Transformable Mesh Structures. Two-dimen-
sional mesh structures can form 3D interfaces, as organogenesis
induces the 2D-to-3D transition during growth from 2D sheets
of embryonic cells. Figure 14a shows a 3D neural interface that

Figure 13. Probe array structures as 3D interfaces. (a) Probe shank implanted into a brain organoid for electrophysiology.40 Reproduced with
permission from ref 40. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature. (b) Actuated flexible array of multielectrode probes for in vitro studies.297 Reproduced with
permission from ref 297. Copyright 2020 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c). Schematic illustration of an assembled 3DmultifunctionalMEAwith an
optofluidic interface implanted into engineered brain tissue compartmentalized with somatic and neurite regions.55 Reproduced with permission from
ref 55. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.
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exploits this concept to distribute stretchable meshlike arrays of
electrodes (0.5 × 1 mm2 area; PEDOT on 50 nm Pt electrode;
20 μmdiameter, 70 kΩ at 1 kHz) throughout a 3D organoid (∼1
mm). Here, hiPSC derived cardiac progenitor cells seeded on a
platform of mesh electronics with serpentine layouts and a filling
ratio of less than 11% (20 μm/0.8 nm width and thickness of
ribbon) undergo 3D self-organization via organogenesis to form
a millimeter-scale spherical shape with integrated electronics.
Electrophysiological monitoring finds synchronized local field
potential propagation across the cardiac organoid.50

In a conceptually similar manner but in technology with
additional capabilities in modulation, Figure 14b shows an
electronic mesh embedded in a cardiac tissue as a multifunc-
tional (electrical sensing and pharmacological modulation)
patch. Here, a platform of 2D mesh electronics (∼5 × 20 mm2

size) seeded with cardiomyocytes is manually manipulated into
a 3D shape such that, after continued growth, the electrodes
(TiN, 50 × 50 μm2 size, ∼0.1 kΩ at 1 kHz) are dispersed
throughout the 3D cellular network. The system can detect
electrophysiology throughout the 3D scaffold, and it can also
electrically stimulate the cardiac tissue with the electrodes,

Figure 14. Transformable mesh structures as 3D interfaces. (a) Tissue embedding nanoelectronics via organogenesis for electrophysiological study.50

Reproduced from ref 50. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (b) Confocal microscopic image (left) and bright field optical images (right) of
cardiac tissue within a 3D bioelectronic scaffold (sarcomeric actinin is in pink, nuclei are in blue (Hoechst 33258)).51 Reproduced with permission
from ref 51. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.

Figure 15. Three-dimensional printed structures as 3D interfaces. (a−d) Three-dimensional printed aortic root model with internal sensor arrays and
visualization of applied pressures after valve implantation. (a) Three-dimensional printed aortic root model with internally integrated sensor array.
Implantation of the 29 mm Evolut R TAVR valve frame at a shallow height (b), an intermediate height (c), and a deep height (d).304 Reproduced with
permission from ref 304. Copyright 2020 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (e−g) Multimaterial 3D-printed instrumented
cardiac device. (e) Automated printing process. (f) Laminar tissue on the surface of a cantilever with micropin and cross-sectional image (inset) of
thicker laminar tissue in grooves (scale bar, 10 μm) with DAPI nuclei stain (blue), α-actinin (white), and actin (red). (g) Representative traces of
contractile twitching of cardiac laminar tissue measured with a 3D-printed device after 2, 14, and 28 days.307 Reproduced with permission from ref 307.
Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.
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causing visible synchronous contractions. As forms of
pharmacological modulation, biomolecules and pharmacolog-
ical agents such as lysozyme, stromal cell derived factor-1 (SDF-
1), insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF), and dexamethasone (DEX) can be
loaded into the tortuous pores of the hydrogel component of the
platform, for release upon electrical stimulation to the gel.51

3.2.3. Three-Dimensional Printing.The materials and 3D
structure geometries that can be realized by 3D printing provide
vast opportunities in biointegration, many of which are
demonstrative or suggestive of applications in neural interfaces.
Three-dimensional bioprinting is particularly attractive for
structural components such as supercapacitors,298 photo-
detectors,299 neural regeneration devices,300 microfluidic plat-
forms,301 and soft actuators,302 with ongoing efforts for
functional device integration as reviewed and reported else-
where.247,248 In some cases, the process of 3D printing can be
conducted directly onto living organs in situ.303

As an example of some possibilities, one study describes a 3D-
printed patient-specific aortic root model integrated with
internal capacitive pressure sensors (3 × 3 array) as a platform
for transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) preproce-
dural planning and also as a bench-top tool for clinicians to
mitigate risks associated with TAVR.304 The design of the aortic
root model (Figure 15a) follows computed tomography scans of
patient cardiac anatomy and is printed with an acetoxy silicone
sealant as the active agent and a silicone grease as the bulking
agent. Each sensing element consists of two layers of conductive
electrodes based on ionic hydrogels (acrylamide monomer
dissolved in lithium chloride with N,N′-methylenebis-
(acrylamide) cross-linking agent and 2-hydroxy-2-methylpro-

piophenone photoinitiator) separated by a silicone dielectric,
embedded into the walls of the model. The devices transduce
capacitance changes as a result of deformations of the dielectric
layer to changes in pressure, calibrated to map the pressures
imposed by a TAVR valve implanted into the aortic root model
(Figure 15b−d).
As an example of an instrumented microphysiological device,

Figure 15e presents a 3D-printed structure fabricated via DIW
seeded with neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs; 1.40 ×
105 cells/cm2 seeding density) in 10% fetal bovine serum and
human induced pluripotent stem cell derived cardiomyocytes
(hiPS-CMs) to form cardiac laminar tissue (Figure 15e,f). A key
feature is a multilayer cantilever composed of thin individual
layers (0.5−6.5 μm thick) of highly dilute polymer-based inks
with properties that complement the range of stresses generated
by laminar cardiac tissue (1−15 kPa305,306). The cantilevers are
printed with a water-soluble sacrificial release layer (dextran ink;
0.5 μm thick), a base layer (thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
ink; 1.6 MPa modulus, 3 μm thick), strain gauge wires (TPU
doped with 25 wt % carbon black nanoparticles (CB:TPU) ink;
8.8 MPa modulus, 1.19 Ω cm resistivity, 6.5 μm thick), wire
cover layers (TPU ink; 1.5 μm thick), a tissue-guiding filament
layer (PDMS ink; 1.28 MPa modulus, 60 μm wide, 2 μm tall),
electrical interconnect/contact pads (polyamide ink doped with
Ag particles, 6.6 × 10−5 Ω cm resistivity), and a PDMS
encapsulation layer. Grooved filamentarymicrostructures on the
tissue-guiding layer cause the NRVM to assemble into laminar
cardiac tissue. The contractile development of the cardiac tissue
can be monitored over 28 days, to track maturation of the tissue
through increases in longitudinal contractile stresses (Figure
15g).307

Figure 16. Self-rolled structures as 3D interfaces. (a−d) Microfabricated self-folded multielectrode shell. (a) SEM image of a half-closed shell
structure. (b) Confocal microscopic images showing actin filaments (red) and cell nuclei (blue) with multiple electrodes wrapped around the cells
(dashed white lines). (c) Measured extracellular recordings from individual electrodes of the 3D electronic shell. (d) Overlay of averaged action
potentials recorded by each of the four electrodes.52 Reproduced with permission from ref 52. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA. (e−h) Self-rolled 3D biosensor array for cardiac spheroids. (e) Confocal microscopic image of a 3D cardiac spheroid labeled with Ca2+

indicator dye (Fluo-4, green) enclosed with bioelectronics. (f) Representative field potential traces recorded from individual electrodes with
simultaneously recorded Ca2+ fluorescence intensity. (g) Three-dimensional rendered demonstration of signal propagation at t = 22.7 ms. Scale bar, 50
μm. (h) Two-dimensional representation of the isochronal map of time latencies. Scale bar, 35 μm. The white arrows in (g) and (h) represent the
direction of the average conduction velocity.53 Reproduced with permission from ref 53. Copyright 2019 American Association for the Advancement
of Science.
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Figure 17.Mechanically guided multifunctional 3D frameworks as 3D interfaces. (a) Optical image of 3D bioelectronic device. Confocal fluorescence
microscopic image of (b) cortical spheroid and (c) assembloid of two spheroids labeled with neurofilament (red), glial fibrillary acidic protein (green),
Nissl bodies 797 (magenta), and DAPI nuclear stain (blue) enclosed in a 3DMMF labeled with an autofluorescence of the parylene-C (blue) (bottom
left). (d) Representative field potential trace recorded by 25 microelectrodes. (e) Bright field microscopic images and raster plots for assembloids
before and after transection. (f) Optical microscopic images of 3D MMF with magnified views of various components (from left to right): (g)
serpentine traces for temperature sensing and thermal modulation, (h) microscale light emitting diode for optogenetic stimulation, and (i) three-
electrode system as an electrochemical sensor.54 Reproduced with permission from ref 54. Copyright 2021 American Association for the Advancement
of Science. (j) Optical image of the integration of a skeletal muscle ring with 3D framework. (k) Computed change in strain in response to an
indentation displacement of 10 μm from one side of a post. (l) Active tension forces with and without integration with an optogenetic skeletal muscle
ring, in response to optical stimulation at intensities from 0.26 to 1.5 mW/cm2 with 1 Hz pulse frequency and 50 ms pulse width.309 Reproduced with
permission from ref 309. Copyright 2021 National Academy of Sciences.
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Another 3D bioprinted structure with characteristics of
interest to neural interfaces consists of a cardiac patch embedded
with stretchable electronics.308 Here, a cellular bioink forms an
engineered tissue of an ECM-based hydrogel (decellularized
porcine fatty tissue) mixed with neonatal rat ventricular cardiac
cells (2 × 108 cells/mL); a conductive bioink composed of
graphite flakes (14.5 μm average diameter) suspended in liquid
PDMS forms the electrodes for signal recording and stimulation.
A dielectric bioink consisting of liquid PDMS and nonionic
surfactant (sorbitan oleate) serves as a passivation layer for the
electrodes. A 20 × 15 × 2 mm3 patch includes eight serpentine
electrodes, six of which are passivated (∼200 μm diameter) for
point sensing and stimulation while the two outer electrodes are
exposed for field stimulation of the entire tissue construct. The
system can record electrophysiology from four different
locations and can pace the engineered tissue via 50 ms pulses
of 7 V electrical stimulation.
3.2.4. Self-Rolling and Folding. Self-rolling and folding

methods naturally offer high levels of sophistication in the
electronic components and related active devices through the
use of materials and fabrication techniques that are common-
place in the semiconductor industry. In one example of a 3D
neural interface formed in this manner, tubular microstructures
act as microscaffolds for human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs).276 The tubes consist of Ti alloys (Ti and 45 wt %
Nb; 20−50 nm thick) as the residually strained layers relax to
cylindrical shapes (12−30 μm diameter) upon removal of an
underlying sacrificial layer (Ge, 20 nm thick) with a solution of
H2O2. A similar strategy yields an impedimetric microfluidic
sensor in a tube for single-cell (CD14+ monocytes) character-
ization.277 The multilayer precursor includes poly(ethylene-alt-
maleic anhydride) and N-(2-hydroxyethyl)methacrylate as a
hydrogel swelling layer, Pt electrodes for electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), and PI as a support layer.
Swelling of the hydrogel layer induces differential strain between
the hydrogel and PI layers to self-roll the 2D multilayer into
microtubular channels (∼25 μm diameter) with Pt electrodes.
As monocytes pass through the self-assembled polymeric
channel, electrical signals can be captured from the cells and
the flux of ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Cl−, and CH3COO

−) can be
recorded in the surrounding media by EIS.
Three-dimensional neural interfaces that can gently enclose

3D biological tissues are also of interest, as multifunctional shells
(Figure 16a−d) that form by similar effects in residual stresses.
One such structure involves four “arms” (170 × 170 μm2 area),
each of which supports an electrode (12 × 12 μm2 area) to
monitor electrical activity of an individual neonatal rat
ventricular cardiomyocyte seeded onto the device in its planar
form. Residual strain associated with a SiO/SiO2 (10/15 nm
thick) bilayer on the four arms induces self-folding of the
structure to enclose the cells. Measurements reveal extracellular
action potentials from each of the four panels (Figure 16c,d) and
the propagation of signals within each shell.52

In a related case, hiPSC derived cardiac spheroids can be
enclosed by self-rolled cylindrical structures with arrays of
electrodes (12 electrodes; PEDOT:PSS, 25 × 25 μm2 area, 250
kΩ at 1 kHz) for electrophysiological monitoring of the behavior
of cardiac spheroids in 3D (Figure 16e−h). The 2D precursor
consists of photodefined epoxy (100−180 nm thick) as a
substrate, a bilayer of Cr/Au (10/75 nm thick) as electrodes,
and a trilayer of Cr/Pd/Cr (1/50/25 nm thick) as interconnects.
Self-rolling of the prestressed metal/polymer occurs upon
removal of a 200-nm-thick Ge sacrificial layer to enclose a

cardiac spheroid (50−200 μm diameter) in a tube with an inner
diameter of 160 μm. The high spatial resolution of the arrays
provides information on neural activities from individual cells of
the spheroid in a 3D cylindrical geometry.53

3.2.5. Mechanically Guided 3D Assembly. The 3D
assembly schemes described previously provide access to wide-
ranging classes of 3D architectures, beyond cylinders, scrolls,
and related shapes. Figure 17a−i highlights a 3Dmultifunctional
mesoscale framework (3D MMF) formed from compressive
buckling from a 2D precursor (PI/Au/PI; 4/0.2/4 μm). This 3D
MMF includes a flexible, pouch-shaped “cage” structure
designed specifically to enclose hiPSC derived cortical spheroids
as multimodal neural interfaces across the 3D surfaces of these
small tissue constructs. High-resolution, high-efficiency record-
ing and stimulation can be achieved, as illustrated by the field
potential recordings in Figure 17d,e. Various microelectronic
components for thermal, optical, and electrochemical sensing
and modulation can be included in a straightforward manner by
exploiting traditional techniques in 2D nano/microfabrication
(Figure 17f). Demonstrated examples include resistive Joule
heaters (Au trace; 150 nm thick, 3 μm width, and 3 μm spacing,
300 Ω resistance, Figure 17g), blue μ-ILEDs (wavelength 470
nm, Figure 17h), and oxygen sensors (Pt black, 250 × 300 μm2

area,∼4 μm thick as the working electrode (WE); Au, 250× 300
μm2 area, 150 nm thick as CE; Ag/AgCl laminated electrode,
250 × 300 μm2 area as RE, Figure 17i). As a demonstration of
electrical modulation, applied voltage pulses (5−50 mV; 5 μs
duration time) can modulate the electrophysiological behaviors
of these cortical spheroids. As the amplitude of the potential
increases from 0.3 mV (Vapp = 5 mV) to 1.3 mV (Vapp = 50 mV),
the number of microelectrodes that respond to electrical
stimulation increases from 13 electrodes to all of 24 electrodes
in this platform. Fine Au serpentine features located on both
sides of the cage structure can serve as thermal actuators and
temperature sensors to activate or inhibit neural activity in a
controlled manner. Increasing the temperature of the spheroid
(43 °C, ΔT = 6 °C; 5 min) depresses cortical activity.
Demonstrations of optogenetic control use integrated μ-ILEDs
and hiPSC cortical spheroids 10 days after transfection of a
channelrhodopsin actuator (ChR64). Optically (8.35 mW/
mm2; 2 ms duration) evoked responses can be observed from all
25 electrodes across the surface of the spheroid with expected
field potential traces. The potentiometric oxygen sensor
monitors the concentration of oxygen (from 0 to 15%) in
culture media surrounding the spheroid.54

Mechanical measurements, of particular interest for the study
of neuromuscular junctions, can also be important. As an
example of a 3D interface capable of contractile force
measurements, Figure 17j−l shows a 3D framework embedded
with highly sensitive, microscale strain gauges (Cr/Au
serpentine trace; 5 μm width; 10/100 nm thick) to quantify
the contractile forces (up to 100 μN) in optogenetic skeletal
muscle tissue (optogenetic C2C12 myoblasts; mixed with 30%
Matrigel, thrombin, and fibrinogen). The ChR2-expressing
transgenic muscle tissue manually integrates onto the 3D
framework to allows measurements of the contractions in
response to optical stimulation. Figure 17l, for instance, shows
how the sensor readings increase in amplitude (from 30 to 80
μN) as the intensity of the optical stimulation increases (465
nm; from 1.5 to 11.5 mW/cm2). In addition, the active tensile
force of the muscle ring is modulated with the addition of drugs
(e.g., acetylcholine chloride, caffeine, and dantrolene) with the
sensor readings monitoring those changes.309 Applications of
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related concepts to 3D tissue cultures using such device
principles as neuromuscular organoids or engineered assem-
bloids to model neuromuscular junctions are also of interest.
As an illustration of capabilities in creating and probing

assembloids, 3D MMFs can be designed as frameworks to form
deterministic, interconnected collections of spheroids, as in
Figure 18, for the case of a model of neural injury and
regeneration. Here, a complex 3D structure holds a pair of
spheroids adjacent to one another to reveal processes associated
with growth, transection, and regrowth of the neurite bridge that
forms between them. Electrophysiological measurements using
integrated electrodes show time-synchronized bursting behav-
iors as evidenced by raster plots between the two spheroids 2

days after fusion and functional neurite bridge formation. Just
after transection, each part of the assembloid shows only its own
individual, asynchronous neural activity. Two days after
transection, however, synchronous firing and bursting resume
with time frames similar to those associated with the initial
formation of the bridge.54 Combinations of this and previously
introduced 3D neural interfaces have strong potential to provide
access to unusual paradigms for in vitro human-related studies.

4. ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
As outlined in the preceding sections, organoids are 3D
cultivated tissue models formed through schemes in stem cell
and tissue engineering. Interest in these systems is in their ability

Figure 18. Mechanically guided multifunctional 3D framework for study of neuroregeneration. Confocal fluorescence microscopic image (a) and
optical image (b) of an assembloid of two spheroids labeled with neurofilament (red), glial fibrillary acidic protein (green), Nissl bodies 797
(magenta), and DAPI nuclear stain (blue) enclosed in a 3DMMF labeled with an autofluorescence of the parylene-C (blue). (d) Illustrations, optical
images, and raster plots before (left) and after transection (right) of the neurite bridge that joins the spheroids of this assembloid on day after fusion 9
(Daf 9) and recovery after transection on 2 days after transection 2 (DaTr 2).54 Reproduced with permission from ref 54. Copyright 2021 American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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to express the characteristics of various human organs, at
individual patient levels of specificity.310 Particular emphasis is
on brain organoids due to the diverse types of neuro-
developmental and neurodegenerative disease models that can
be examined with region-specific prototypes (e.g., dorsal
forebrain,47 midbrain,311 hypothalamus,14,38 cerebellum312).
Assembloids, as described above, follow either from fusing
multiple organoids based on specific brain regions known to
functionally interact during development (e.g., dorsal forebrain
with ventral forebrain38,313) or from directly mixing multiple cell
types to serve as biomimetic, physiologically relevant models of
human tissues and organs314,315 (Figure 19a−c). As an
important complement to purely optical methods, advances in
materials approaches and 3D assembly techniques highlighted in
this review allow for electrophysiological monitoring and
neuromodulation to study the basic biology of these complex,
heterogeneous 3D cultures.
An additional frontier area to complement such research

activities focuses on engineering these 3D systems as soft robotic
platforms with biohybrid control. Here, musculoskeletal
architectures of tissue-engineered cardiac316−318 and skele-
tal319−321 engineered muscles integrate with elastomeric body
structures that can support various other man-made structures
and devices. Electrical or optical stimulation methods serve as
the basis for programmable control of locomotion. Examples
span various bioinspired designs (jellyfish,317 manta ray,322 and
flagella323) that support steering and turning maneuvers (Figure
19d,e). In other cases, related strategies actuate the joints of
robotic fingers, where multiple tissues integrate with a rigid
framework and actuation occurs by selective contractions of

skeletal muscle tissues (Figure 19f).324 In these and other
published strategies, control typically exploits far field
illumination by external light sources322,323 or electric fields
applied using remote electrodes,324 although with many
constraints due to rough control options associated with far
field modulation and limitations in terms of hydrolysis that can
occur at the electrode that can interfere with the interface to the
biosystem. The materials, devices, and structures summarized in
previous sections, particularly those with 3D layouts, may form
the basis for sophisticated sensing and modulating hardware for
such biohybrid robotic systems.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A detailed understanding of the human body’s complex central
and peripheral nervous systems and associated metabolic
processes is essential to identifying causes of neurological
disease and in developing effective treatment approaches.
Neural interfaces that can sense and modulate the behavior of
cellular networks across a broad base of modalities, from
electrical/electrochemical and optical to pharmacological, are
essential enabling technologies for research in this area. When
combined with 3D fabrication and assembly methods, these
materials interfaces can engage with functional tissues over
volumetric spaces in animal models or in hiPSC-based 3D
biological systems such as spheroids, organoids, and engineered
tissues. These platforms provide methodological advances for
research purposes, and they also offer strong potential as the
engineering basis for treating diseases and disorders.
In all cases, materials chemistry is critically important.

Examples highlighted in this review span a remarkably wide

Figure 19. Three-dimensional multifunctional modulating and sensing interfaces for biohybrid robotic systems. (a) Epifluorescence image of
thalamocortical assembloid with corticothalamic projections (hThCO generated from mCherry+ hThO and GFP+ hCO).314 Reproduced with
permission from ref 314. Copyright 2017 Elsevier. (b) Confocal fluorescence microscopic image of neuromuscular organoid showing the presence of
neurons (TUJ1+ cells) that project axons into the organized skeletal muscle region labeled with myosin skeletal fast (Fast MyHC).315 Reproduced
with permission from ref 315. Copyright 2020 Elsevier. (c) Bright field image of cortico-spinal-muscle assembloid.313 Reproduced with permission
from ref 313. Copyright 2020 Elsevier. (d) Tissue-engineered soft-robotic manta ray (top) and musculoskeletal architecture of a robotic ray
(bottom).322 Reproduced with permission from ref 322. Copyright 2016 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (e) Bright field image
of flagellum swimmer with neurosphere andmuscle strip.323 Reproduced with permission from ref 323. Copyright 2019National Academy of Sciences.
(f) Biohybrid robot powered by an antagonistic pair of skeletal muscle tissues (left) and its contractile motion after applying electrical pulses (right).324

Reproduced with permission from ref 324. Copyright 2018 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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range, defined by (i) the mode of engagement at the neural
interface, from electrical and electrochemical to optical and
pharmacological; (ii) the structural properties, in terms of nano/
microscale textures, features, and geometries; (iii) the physical
properties, from flexible and stretchable to morphable; (iv) the
chemical properties, from surface functionality to reactivity with
surrounding biofluids, including mechanisms for bioresorption;
and (v) the synergistic interaction with living cells, as biohybrids.
The specific materials span carbon-based nanomaterials to
conductive polymers, from elastomers to viscoelastic or
viscoplastic materials, from noble metals to bioresorbable
materials, semiconductors, nano/microstructures, functional
hydrogels, and others. Assembly of these various materials into
active devices and systems represents an additional aspect of
neural interface engineering where chemistry in general, and
interface chemistry in particular, is essential.
A particularly exciting area of emerging interest is in 3D

structures formed using innovative approaches in ink/light-
based 3D printing, self-rolling or folding induced by the residual
stress between thin-film multilayers, and mechanically guided
assembly based on compressive forces imparted by an
elastomeric substrate. A broad diversity of examples appears in
the recent literature, from arrays of filamentary penetrating
probes to tissue-embedding electronics in open-mesh geo-
metries, to 3D-printed, multimaterial frameworks, to self-rolled
bioelectronics constructs and mechanically guided 3D archi-
tectures that support electrical, optical, chemical, and thermal
interfaces for sensing and modulation.
While this review focuses primarily on the central nervous

system, many of these same materials and techniques can
support functional interfaces to the peripheral nervous system,
as reported and reviewed elsewhere.325−328 In particular, cufflike
interfaces that wrap around the sciatic or peroneal nerves as
extraneural interfaces can be realized by methods of self-
locking,329 self-rolling,269 self-healing,330 and morphing115

functions, while penetrating probes331,332 can act as inter-
fascicular interfaces. Such interfaces demonstrated in animal
models enable not only electrical monitoring333 and stimulation
capabilities for nerve regeneration126,334 but also optogenetic
stimulating functions197,333 and microfluidic channels for drug
delivery,197 as examples of multifunctionality.
Another set of interesting topics that lies outside of the scope

of this review focuses on the use of the materials themselves,
rather than materials in structures and devices, as neural
interfaces. Here, nanoparticles, nanorods, and other forms of
materials provide, when coupled with externally delivered
sources of power based on magnetic fields, light, or ultrasound,
various forms of neuromodulation. Examples include nano-
particles designed to support magnetothermal/optothermal
mechanisms56,57 and sono-optical schemes.58,59 Powerful
synergies may emerge from work in these directions and
research on the approaches describes in this review, with
particular promise in the context of 3D interfaces.
Despite much progress, challenges remain in translating these

advances into the clinic for widespread use with human patients.
Organs as complex as the brain require increased electrode
density and resolution to engage with the level of sophistication
that may be necessary to study and treat neurological disorders.
Increasing the number of programmable sites for monitoring
and modulating neural activity demands innovative engineering
approaches and creative solutions in materials chemistry to
minimize the invasiveness and maximize the stable operating
lifetime. Managing foreign body responses represents one of the

most significant hurdles. Reactions of the immune system can
lead to health risks, and biofouling can degrade signal quality and
interface impedances, both with implications on long-term
device viability. Miniaturized neuronlike interfacing modalities
with nano/microstructured constituent materials that offer soft,
tissue-compatible physical properties offer some promise in
stable biotic−abiotic integration. Biohybrids could also have
utility in this context. Optical interfaces may bypass some of the
most daunting difficulties by physically separating the devices
from the neural tissues. Bioresorbable platforms avoid long-term
risks through natural elimination of engineering systems after a
relevant operational time frame. Exploring these options in
neural interface technology, particularly those that support 3D
integration, sets a compelling direction for materials chemistry
in service of efforts to reveal the secrets of the human brain, one
of the most profound topics in modern scientific research.
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